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Since its transition 
from Horticulture 
Australia Limited,
Horticulture Innovation Australia  
Limited (Hort Innovation) has worked  
to lay the foundations, build the  
structure and construct the  
framework to support it in achieving  
its vision to grow the future of  
Australia’s horticulture industries. 
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WORKING TOGETHER FOR THE FUTURE

Horticulture is extremely diverse and makes 

a substantial contribution, accounting for 

approximately 18 per cent of the total value 

of Australian agriculture. With the industry 

forecast to grow by eight per cent between 

2016 and 2020, reaching a gross value 

exceeding $10 billion by 20201, we have an 

exciting future ahead.

In addition, the Board sees the strengthening of the 
relationship between Hort Innovation and the wider industry, 
particularly the Industry Representative Bodies as both 

Board’s combined knowledge and capabilities, there is room 
for everyone to work together towards industry goals and 

is committed to being part of the dialogue on cross-sectoral 
strategies in recognising the role horticulture plays in the 

has laid a strong foundation and is well placed to get on  
with the job of delivering results from the public money for 

enabled the company to achieve a record-breaking year of 

always look for opportunities to improve our operational 

continue to grow the trust of our stakeholders when 

As we look ahead we do so with a passion to continue to 
connect with industry through valuable consultation and clear 
communication; we look ahead with commitment to work  
with all stakeholders to ensure the best in knowledge and 
thought leadership; and we look ahead with dedication 
to cultivate ideas and innovations that drive progress and 
outcomes for the horticulture industry and the Australian 

and persistence, and his team for their dedication and 

Representative Bodies and all other stakeholders of Hort 
Innovation for the successes that we have been able to 

new ground, we look forward to continuing this journey of 
playing our role in enabling Australian horticulture’s potential

 

Chair’s report
SELWYN SNELL, CHAIR

Board has been working on – to support the development 
of the industry today to help drive it forward for future 

capabilities of science and technology, and the potential of 
marketing, Hort Innovation’s vision is to grow the future of 
Australia’s fruit, vegetable, nut, plant and tree industries by 

on outcomes that support increased productivity, farm 

work collaboratively with growers, members of the production 

In making good investment decisions, we place high 
emphasis on the wisdom, insights and good counsel 
that is gathered from industry through a wide and varied 

framework is central to Hort Innovation and when coupled 
with other grower meetings and workshops, has provided us 

levy and co-investment perspective are made in the interest 
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Working with industry for the benefit of 

growers

funds allows Hort Innovation to seek and drive collaboration 
with co-investors from private enterprise, state departments 

Importantly, investment decisions are based on advice from 
industry, facilitated by the establishment of Hort Innovation’s 

provide a consultation framework that is geared towards 

18 Strategic 
Investment Advisory Panels

four 
Expert Advisory Panels
will work with the sector to drive the $40 million investment 

I’d like to take the opportunity to thank all those people 
involved with our panels for their time, commitment and 

Keeping communication channels open

Further to these advisory panels, it has been our aim 
to create and improve pathways for engagement and 
consultation with as many stakeholders as possible from 

Innovation obligations and intentions, and to hear directly 

were factored into our planning and strategies for moving 

states and territories to gain insights from stakeholders, 
primarily growers, to assist in the development of the 
company’s inaugural Strategic Plan, setting the strategy 

Hort Innovation to guide, deliver and track its direction and 

in gaining key insights across Hort Innovation’s operations, 

of transparency in decision-making, the availability of 
information and a desire to get involved were key themes 

taken, and will continue to take, positive actions in response 

Hort Innovation has now developed a new way for receiving, 
generating and actioning ideas for projects that will help the 

now submit an idea or concept for a project investment at 
any time through our website, using what is referred to as the 

ideas in partnership with our many stakeholders and then 
work with our advisory panels to select and enhance the 

and evaluate ideas that align with the investment priorities 
that have been predetermined in strategic plans within 
each industry, in the case of levy investment, and across 

community that we serve, particularly for our members, 
with an emphasis on the provision of information and 

to-face dealings with stakeholders and our more formal 

A new unit for trade matters

On the trade front, our new Trade Unit

close up look at the stringent packing, pest management and 

In line with our ongoing commitment to play a role in 

to focus on a trade strategy for the Australian horticulture 

Resources about the prioritisation of new and improved 

Keeping the momentum rolling, together

Hort Innovation is dedicated to the growth and sustainability 
of the Australian horticulture industry and I would like to 
thank the team at Hort Innovation for their own dedication, 

but we are steadfast in our commitment to deliver outcomes 

Further I would like to thank all the growers, Industry 
Representative Bodies and other stakeholders who 
have collaborated, counselled and supported us in our 

 

ongoing support and assistance, and also the Assistant 

the people in the horticulture industry towards a successful 

CEO’s report
JOHN LLOYD, CEO

THE FOUNDATIONS ARE LAID AND WE’RE 

GETTING ON WITH THE JOB

In 2015/16 our staff worked diligently to 

transition from the old to the new organisation, 

develop and implement new systems and 

processes, consult and communicate widely 

and, most importantly, to continue to invest  

for the benefit of horticulture growers. 

It’s been a busy but productive time, with foundations laid 

 
close to 200 R&D projects, leveraging its partnership  
with the Australian Government to optimise the amount  

Over  
$78.1 million was invested  
work towards productivity improvement and economic 
growth for Australian horticulture through the development 

Hort Innovation also broke new ground with its marketing 

for the onion industry and delivering the mushroom industry’s 

introduction of a statutory marketing levy on sweetpotatoes 
Over $16.9 million was invested across  

 
work of the Hort Innovation team and all our stakeholders, 
and were facilitated by the new organisation’s structure  
and funding model  
Hort Innovation with a framework to tackle both short- and 

model developed for investing principally has two funding 

how the outcomes are delivered for each funding stream 
comes from our broad-ranging engagement, consultation 
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one 
vision 

...And that vision is 
to grow the future of 
Australia’s horticulture 
industries by making  
the decisions today that 
help shape tomorrow.

76
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A year of breaking

About Horticulture Innovation Australia About Horticulture Innovation Australia

new ground

Our 
commitment
 

Laying the 

a new corporate vision, organisational strategy, internal 
structure and culture, and new business processes and 

through this organisational change were:

 Leadership in horticulture

 Strong connection with stakeholders

 Re-inventing the operating model

Protecting and respecting current 
investments and planning.

It was critical for Hort Innovation to lay strong foundations 
from which it could build activities and outcomes for  

the operating model, with key achievements highlighted 

Horticulture Innovation Australia Limited 

(Hort Innovation) is a not-for-profit, 

grower-owned Research and Development 

Corporation for Australia’s $9 billion 

horticulture industry. 

CONNECT with industry through 
comprehensive consultation and clear 

accountability.

COLLABORATE with the government, 
investors, the research community and other 
stakeholders and delivery partners to ensure the 
best in knowledge and thought leadership.

CULTIVATE ideas and drive technological and 
science-based innovation, marketing activities 
and trade initiatives that drive progress and 
outcomes. 

As the link between the needs of industry, the capabilities 
of science and technology, and the potential of marketing, 
Hort Innovation’s vision is to grow the future of Australia’s 
fruit, vegetable, nut, plant and tree industries by making the 

Hort Innovation is funded by grower levies and Australian 
Government contributions, as well as other industry 

Our 
mission
 
To increase the on-farm 

and global competitiveness of 
Australia’s horticulture industries 
by making strategic investments 
across R&D, marketing and trade.

Operational KPIs delivered as outlined in  
the Hort Innovation Annual Operating  
Plan included:

Organisational design systems and processes

Funding model to drive innovation

Regional growers consultation meetings

New consultation and investment advisory mechanisms for 
new projects

Register of members and register of levy payers

Accounting systems, procedures and controls for the 
management of funds established

Risk, fraud and intellectual property plans

foundations
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Driving short- and  
long-term

Funding model Funding model

Critical to the future of Hort Innovation is its 
funding model, which has been developed  
with the aim to provide the horticulture 
industry the opportunity to focus on both  
short- and long-term outcomes.

Government funds and invested in areas of 
strategic importance to the future of Australian 

mechanism allows Hort Innovation to actively seek 
and drive collaboration with co-investors from 
private enterprise, state departments of agriculture, 

Key achievements

funds in 2015/16, with a sixth 
fund readied for announcement  

  Founded four Expert Advisory 
Panels, and two trade-related 
panels, with work continuing  
to appoint further panels.

growth, and to remain competitive, it is necessary for an 

Innovation’s funding model balances the horticulture 

11

Government contributions and producer contributions 

Key achievements
  Optimised partnership with 
government, maximising amount 
of goverment contributions 
received for industry

 Invested in close to 200 R&D 
projects

 Founded 18 Strategic Industry 
Advisory Panels.

outcomes

Funding model

 
33 commodities by the Australian Government which, 
in addition to government contributions, are used 

transformation, Hort Innovation invites interested 
parties to co-invest money in projects that impact on 

Levy

Levy based

For specific industries

Focus on today’s problems

Meet the day-to-day needs

of growers

Maintain the industry

Pool 1

Co-investment

Co-investment based

For horticulture as a whole

Focus on 10 to 12 things we

need to do now for 2025

Meet the future needs

of horticulture

Invest for the future

Pool 2

are only invested back into the industry from which 

Advisory
sources

Funding
sources

Investment
pools

Total investment
value (per annum)

million

R&D:

$44
million

Marketing:

$15

million

Minimun

$42

Greater through
co-investment 

Advisory
panels

External
co-investment 

Australian 
Government
investment

Growers

Government

Co-investors

Industry

Delivery partners

Supply chain

Stakeholders

Strategic
R&D plan for
horticulture
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Our Constitution
Hort Innovation’s Constitution outlines the 
company’s priorities as the industry services  
body for Australian horticulture:

 »
of, the Australian horticulture industry

 »
global competitiveness of the horticulture industries by:

 »

contributions and monies received from investors 

funds, programmes and services

 »

activities or outcomes

 »

services providers

Solid new foundations to 
support delivery of outcomes

Our Constitution

 »

horticulture products to, the sale and distribution of 
Australian horticulture products in, and the consumption 
of Australian horticulture products in countries other than 

 »

 »  

the Australian Horticultural Industries, co-investors 
and the Australian community generally which are not 

 »  
or conducive to the attainment of all or any of the  

Our organisational 
structure
Hort Innovation’s organisational structure has been 

directly to how we make decisions that deliver on our 

who provide national industry coverage across the 
strategic portfolio of activities of research, marketing and 
investments, as well as stakeholder engagement, while 

Hort Innovation is committed to fostering a culture of safety 
and providing a safe and healthy place to work for all of our 

minimise workplace safety risks and ensure the wellbeing 

Hort Innovation’s Constitution can be 
viewed at www.horticulture.com.au/about

13

 

 
Research,

Marketing &
Investments
David Moore

Chief Executive

John Lloyd

Board
Selwyn Snell

Mark Napper

Professor Robert Clark AM

Susan Finger

Richard Hamley

Stephen Lynch

David Moon

Peter Wauchope

  
 

Human Resources
Bernadette Chehine

Governance
& Risk

Sally Holmes

Stakeholder
Engagement

Warwick Scherf

Company
Secretary

Sally Holmes

 

Finance,
Procurement

& IT
Graham Royden

Relationship
Management
(Industries)

Communications
Events

Membership

Finance
Procurement & 

Contracts
IT

Legal
Audit & Risk

Trade
Michael Rogers

Trade
Human Resources 
Workplace Health

& Safety

Research &
Development

Fund
Management
(Investments)
Relationship
Management

(Co-investment)
Marketing

Data, Insights & 
Analytics

Our organisational structure

Making sure we  
have the right  
people in the right 
place, at the right 
time, and with the  
right skills.

 

Government, Hort Innovation is not able to engage in  
agri-political activity – this is the role of the industry 

 
Agreement with the Australian Government can be  
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In line with Hort Innovation’s ongoing commitment to  

 

government and industry across a broad range of agrifood 
issues, including international trade arrangements, industry 

Our organisational structure

Hort Innovation’s Board is skills-based and currently 

 »

 »

 »  

 »

Our organisational structure

15

Accountability: That the organisation is 
managing stakeholder expectations and 

including facilitating and translating the 
delivery and outcomes of investments, and 
reaching out to growers with membership 
opportunities. 

Stakeholder Engagement 
This function contains the Relationship  
Management (industries), Communications,  
Events and Membership teams.

Accountability: Investing funds in quality 
and value-for-money research and 
marketing. Increased focus on investment 
returns through the Fund Management 
capability, greater focus on data and 
increased focus on developing new sources 
of co-investment. 

Research, Marketing  
& Investments
This function contains the R&D Management, 
Fund Management (investments), Relationship 
Management (co-investment), Marketing and 
Data, Insights & Analytics teams.

Accountability: Developing export 
opportunities and building markets 
overseas where consumers recognise value 
and appreciate quality, premium Australian 
horticulture products.

Trade 
This function contains the Trade Unit, which 
is a new area of focus under Hort Innovation’s 
Constitution and recognises the opportunities for 
growth both domestically and abroad. 

Accountability: The processes and 
expenditure of operating the company,  
and optimisation of the operations, 
assets and talent of the company. 

compliance, systems, recruitment and 
development of quality resources are 
carefully managed to optimise the 
operations of the company.

Finance, Procurement  
& Information Technology 
This function contains the Finance, Procurement  

Human Resources 
This function contains the Human Resources  

Governance & Risk 
This function contains the Legal and Audit  
& Risk teams.

Our teams in detail
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Hort Innovation is the link between the needs 
of industry, the capabilities of science, and the 
potential of marketing. Committed to investing 
for the balanced interest of the horticulture 
industry, investment decisions are prioritised 
by the current needs highlighted by each 
horticulture levy industry.

Working collaboratively to 

Investment advice and consultation

grow and achieve 

Relationship  
Managers consult  
with levy industries 

are available on the Hort Innovation website 

Levy (Pool 1) – Strategic Investment Advisory Panels
respective industry panel, and where applicable,  
a lead agency representative from within the National 

are determined through interviews conducted by a panel 
including a Hort Innovation director, an industry body 
director or nominee, and an independent third party 

program, strategic investment planning and any short-term, 

consulting with growers as a primary source of advice, 
inclusion of IRBs in the advisory groups, and maintaining 

with the aim to provide transparent and robust advice  
 

levy funds are invested and provide transparent and robust 

appropriate skills criteria, panellists were appointed to 

investments, Hort Innovation undertakes consultation with 

 

Innovation to guide the investments within each  

Hort Innovation is committed to an ongoing dialogue with 
stakeholders through an engagement program of meeting 
with representative bodies such as Voice of Horticulture 

partners and the research community such as state research 

 

16

Investment advice and consultation
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Co-investment (Pool 2) – Expert Advisory Panels Expert Advisory Panel members
LEADERSHIP FUND

 

 

 

 

GREEN CITIES FUND

 

Expert Advisory 
Panels are in place 
for co-investment 
funds to assist Hort 
Innovation in guiding 
investments.

In determining the funding priorities for co-investment, 
a broad consultation process was conducted with 
stakeholders that involved the publication and circulation 

supplementary feedback that was provided through direct 

shared online and through regional grower meetings and 

ASIAN MARKETS FUND

 

HEALTH, NUTRITION & FOOD SAFETY

 

 
 
 

 

continue to take on feedback from its ongoing consultation 

specialist representatives including growers, subject matter 

Investment advice and consultationInvestment advice and consultation
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Levy Payer Workshops
 

the forum to consult with levy payers, the Australian 
Government and other horticulture stakeholders to shape  

 
 

each workshop regarding company operations, particularly  
 

 

 »  
Adelaide Hills 

 »  
Batlow 
Richmond

 » Queensland   
Bowen 
Brisbane 

 » Northern Territory  

 » Tasmania   

 » Victoria     
 

 
 

Robinvale

 » Western Australia  
 

Feedback was received at each workshop and collated into a 

valuable feedback also contributed towards compilation of 

Strategic Plan  
2016–2018
directing the company’s energies to drive a powerful, 

and marketing that will see Australian horticulture grow, 

stakeholders transparency and ensures our activity is 
consistently geared to delivering on our investments, 
whilst communicating and listening to stakeholders in  

Innovation’s website, as is a two-minute, introductory 
Breaking New 

Ground, which is a snapshot of who we are and what  
 

Growers’ meetings
Growers’ meetings held throughout the year provided 
growers with the opportunity to share feedback and ideas 
on the proposed investment priorities and to engage directly 

of meetings from the previous year, eight grower meetings 

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

attended meetings with open and robust discussion  
around a number of key issues including:

 »

 »

 »

 »

 » Advisory panels – selection of members  
and processes

 »

Investment advice and consultation

Annual Operating Plan 
2016–2017
 

Strategic Plan
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Activities

Communications strategy – Implement a holistic 
communications strategy to link all face-to-face and other 

Brand content

and “what it means to be part of horticulture and Hort 

Advisory mechanism – Implement and manage a 
 

and process to seek advice and inform investments in 

Consultation process  
to communicate and seek input from the wider population 

face-to-face and digital formats, and publish outputs of 

Membership

processes including allocating voting rights and managing 

Feedback mechanism  
complaints and continuous improvement process to listen, 

New systems – Implement and optimise the new 

 

Key performance indicators

Stakeholder survey 

measuring top growers and performance evaluation 

Feedback/complaints

Engagement measures

Progress to date

 » Implementation of the communications strategy is 
underway to align target audiences with content 
through face-to-face, digital and print media channels, 
with appropriate regularity, including:
 » Face-to-face engagement – audience-tailored 

key messages are being delivered one-to-one 

 » Online engagement – digital solutions for grower 
information, knowledge sharing and community 
building via communication channels Grower Intel, 

 » Outreach engagement – currently averaging  

generated by an average of one to three media 

Implementation of activities outlined in Strategic Plan

Progress to date (continued)

 » A current project is underway to develop a grower 

 » Reporting and publishing of the following is in process:
 »

 »  

 »

 » Formal guidelines have been generated and work 
with delivery partners is underway to ensure that 
communication content generated by investments 
acknowledge Hort Innovation and the Australian 

 » An engagement plan to work more closely with 

messaging and brand identity is complementary of the 

 » Feedback mechanisms are in progress to improve  

 »

received through the investment funnel, enabling 
Hort Innovation to seek investment and procurement 

 »
advisory mechanisms are shared via summaries of  

 »
 

 »
 » One-to-one, through a series of targeted  

face-to-face meetings with major growers and 
major supply chain entities in the horticulture 
industry and within each industry sector  

 
leaders of the organisation

 » One-to-many, through Hort Innovation  

 »
developed, easy to use membership form and 
attendance at industry events and seminars such as 

 » A feedback process is being embedded into the 

 »  
 

Corporate strategy: Communicate and listen to stakeholders

Strategic Plan Strategic Plan

Corporate strategy: Deliver on investments

Activities

Levy (Pool 1)/Co-investment (Pool 2) model – 
Implement and manage a fund-based investment process 
to enable strategic funds, increased investment discipline 

Co-investment (Pool 2) funds

funds up to their capacity of investments and seed new 
funds in line with consultation based on market demand 

Strategic Investment Plans (SIPs) – Implement  
 

Procurement process – Implement and manage a 
new procurement process for greater transparency and 

Evaluation framework – Implement a monitoring and 

Innovation process – Build an end-to-end innovation 
funnel process that encourages concepts and develops 
them into investment through a robust process of advice, 

Portfolio compliance

Market access/trade – Build and manage a new function 
that engages with industry and overseas stakeholders and 

Systems to support delivery of investments 

Key performance indicators

Investment capacity

Process times

Procurement effectiveness – Value-for-money 

Baselines – Year one establishment of baselines for 

Progress to date

 »
functioning of Hort Innovation and provides a 
collaborative environment that has transparent 

 » Non-government co-investment dollars have been 

 » A procurement process has been fully activated to 
ensure that project proposals that deliver the best 
return on investment and focus on industry impact, 

 »
collaboration on all projects, with work to establish 

 »
been fully activated with concepts being fed into the 
funnel for investigation and possible development 

systems and processes have been activated and are 

 » Internal processes are under review to ensure the 

principle in the investment approval process through  
a number of checkpoints and that all investments are 

 »
and the Australian Government through the industry 

 » All horticulture industries under the Australia Fresh 
umbrella will be attending three upcoming trade 

 »
an all-of-horticulture trade strategy can be developed 

 »

 

Implementation of activities outlined in Strategic Plan
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Awareness, adoption,  
advocacy

Communication

with the aim to build a good communications engine and 
systems to do things well, ensuring transparent and timely 

for growers, government and consumers and communicate 

 

 
Hort Innovation also engaged in face-to-face 
communication by providing sponsorship and  

The key digital communication channels initiated this year include:

Communication channel Frequency Purpose

Growing Innovation Fortnightly News

HortLink Report

Grower Intel Alert

industry-wide

Website Always on Information one-stop-shop

news and events 

Corporate strategy: Develop our culture and leadership

Activities

High-performance culture

to achieve delivery on our commitment to our key 
stakeholders, and achieve our vision of growing the future 

Innovation/brand

External leadership  
the capacity of industry leadership through our levy and  

Diversity and citizenship

diversity policy for Hort Innovation and our investments 

Risk frameworks and internal audit

organisation’s risk strategy and internal audit frameworks 

Board and AGM 

reporting to ensure risks are managed and optimal 

voting process to ensure eligible voting members “have 

Key performance indicators

Hort innovation culture and engagement survey 

Hort Innovation leadership performance

measures and metrics to indicate leadership is on track 

Horticulture industry leadership

External survey – Assess sentiment towards Hort 

Progress to date

 »

with every team members’ individual goals linked to 

 »
been redesigned and embedded in performance 

regarding the Framework and how to action it to 
 

sound judgement, make an impact, demonstrate 

 » Our strategic vision for developing culture and 
leadership has been set, which leads into key  

 » Opportunities for networking to build more 
comprehensive networks across horticulture have 

 » Internal audits across all departments have 

 »
developed throughout the company to guide 

 » An internal platform to encourage greater peer 
recognition has been implemented to support 

 »  
risk register and all departmental risk registers to 
identify any new risks or alteration in risk ratings  

 »

 »

 »
management and systems of good governance has 

 » Applications for membership are reviewed regularly 

eligibility and timely registration of eligible members 

 »

but user-friendly method of validation of voting 
eligibility and allocation of voting rights is under 

Strategic Plan

25

Implementation of activities outlined in Strategic Plan
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two 
investment pools 

27

Connect, collaborate,  
cultivate

Membership 

Hort Innovation is the grower-owned industry services body 
for Australian horticulture – membership is what our company 

engaged with our current members, whilst continually 
 

register and the approved applicants for membership to  

Hort Innovation members receive information on what is 
happening with the company and how they can be involved, 

providing value to members, ensuring communications are 
relevant, and making available multiple opportunities for  

Members are provided with:

 » Hortlink: a quarterly update on each 

levy industry program

 » Free access to Hort Innovation Final 

Reports*

 » Growing Innovation: fortnightly 

e-news

 » Grower Intel: industry alerts

 » Direct invitations to participate in 

industry events, as well as Hort 

Innovation consultations and forums

 » Participation in a community of 

growers with opportunities to share 

knowledge, gain experience and 

develop networks

 » Opportunity to exercise voting rights 

at Hort Innovation’s Annual General 

Meeting.

members of Hort Innovation, providing a direct say through 

* Final Reports are free to Australian horticulture levy 
payers, registered Hort Innovation members and industry 

 
a straightforward process at the resources section of  
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Levy in action –  
project snapshot
Improving fruit quality and consistency 
in cherries through maximised nutrient 
availability (CY12002)

 

availability and uptake of plant nutrients, to in turn  

providing interesting information on annual changes 

two sites have shown similar trends to date, with a higher 
percentage of A-grade fruit and a reduction in cracking 

Levy pool – the now...
delivering outcomes  
for today

 
 

 
 

are wide-ranging in terms of ambition, scope and  

 
 

are prioritised by the current needs highlighted by  

Annually, Pool 1 
investments are 
about $44 million in 
R&D and $15 million 
in marketing.

Two investment pools Two investment pools

Hort Innovation’s two-pool funding  
model ensures that the current needs  
of horticulture industries are being  
met now, whilst driving the sustainability  
of Australian horticulture.
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three
areas of activity

Each year, Hort Innovation invests around $100 million  
raised from grower levies, other contributions  

from industry, and Australian Government funds  
in R&D and marketing.

High-priority 
industry needs

Research and 
development

Trade

International 
competitiveness 
and new markets

Marketing

Activities beyond 
the farm gate

Co-investment in action – 
project snapshot
Which plant where, when and why database 
(GC15002)

 
to investigate the suitability of various plant species under 

of its kind and will culminate in an online interactive tool that 
will map the distribution of suitable habitats for various plant 

It will be relevant both now and in the future as our cities 

be publically available and designed for use by a wide 
range of stakeholders, from nursery and turf growers to 
developers, landscape planners and designers, councils, 

the right species of plant for various urban areas – from 

best practice technical design guide will be developed 
as part of the project to demonstrate best practice case 

31

Two investment pools

Co-investment pool – the 
future... working towards 

 
a broader scope, and a transformational impact across  

Hort Innovation and co-investors invest a minimum of  

 
 

Hort Innovation and  
co-investors invest a 
minimum of $40 million  
in Pool 2 programs  
across key priorities.
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Marketing –  
Activities beyond the farm gate

Marketing in action – 
project shapshots
MUSHROOMS MAKE THEIR MARK

Hort Innovation launched the biggest marketing campaign 

running across television, out of home and digital media 
with the aim of encouraging home cooks to add mushrooms 

how adding mushrooms makes meals healthier and 
tastier to address research that found resistance to using 

PERSIMMONS PUNCH ABOVE THEIR WEIGHT

In a strategic move away from traditional outputs, the 
persimmon marketing program centred on two key 

in order to get more bang for a limited buck and use the 

drive the persimmon message, create demand and deliver 

Facebook page doubled in fans during the campaign, 

 

Key achievements
ONIONS GO UNDERCOVER IN INDUSTRY  

MARKETING FIRST

children and will be encouraging these consumers to 

For industries that have marketing levies,  
Hort Innovation invests in campaigns that 
encourage people to buy, eat, trust and enjoy 
more horticulture products. Hort Innovation 
works with industry to develop strategies, and 
with communication partners to create and 
implement campaigns that have a measurable 
impact across all mediums.  

that predominantly focus on domestic market development 

industries, Hort Innovation has a role in taking a big-picture 
view to ensure industry campaigns work in harmony and use 

Three areas of activity: Marketing Three areas of activity: Marketing

SWEETPOTATO LEVY KICKS OFF

Hort Innovation has been planning for the implementation 

with growers paying a statutory marketing levy charge of 

Inspiring consumers with new ways to prepare and 
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USING AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS TO GUIDE VEGETABLE 

DECISION-MAKING ON-FARM (VG15003)

support the adoption and commercialisation of technologies 
that aim to reduce production cost and increase on-farm 
productivity in the vegetable industry, in particular in brassica, 

applicators, automated information processing systems 

technologies will collectively provide timely and accurate 

application of chemicals and water, and in some cases the 
use of non-chemical automated systems for precision crop 

such as the project 

production systems 

Key achievements
INDIA AND AUSTRALIA RESEARCH DEAL

co-operative research deal with the Indian Government 

commitment to conduct research into strengthening both 

industry representatives, the Australian Government and 
the Indian Government are working together to scope 

potential research partners and co-investors to be called 

RESEARCH DEAL SIGNED WITH WORLD’S LARGEST 

AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ORGANISATION

Research was signed, marking the second such 
agreement with a substantial Indian agricultural agency 

to work on a number of agreed collaborative research 

Research focus areas include best-practice biosecurity 
and post-harvest research sharing, pollination, diagnostic 

 

Three areas of activity: R&DThree areas of activity: R&D

35

R&D –  
High-priority industry needs
Innovation is key to the future success of 
Australian horticulture. It sits at the heart of 
R&D that seeks to develop and implement new 
technologies and science to in turn make big 
gains in productivity and economic growth.

of short-term projects that have less technical risk, as well  
 

primarily be funded from industry levies and government 

risk, and transformational will, when successful, bring wide 
 

positions Australian horticulture to recognise and act 

as emerging technology, biotechnology, integrated pest 

 
scoping the research brief to receiving and assessing the 

 
the investments, meaningfully contribute to the process and 

to account delivery partners, are accountable for the results 
and outcomes of projects, and work closely with industry to 

R&D in action – project 
snapshots
GLOBAL-FIRST AGREEMENT WITH AUSTRALIAN 

RETAILERS

supermarket retailers, collaboratively driven by the 

lowering the cost of doing business and improving food 

A pilot launch of the new program has been conducted, 
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the production capacity in most industries to be a supplier 

our ambition to build recognition of Australian horticulture 

A range of industry trade projects have been or are in the 

Review, which was a multi-industry project commissioned by 

the citrus, summerfruit, and apple and pear industries, with 
the cherry industry’s in process and the table grape’s also 

vegetable industries have had trade strategies developed and 

Trade in action –  
project snapshots
DECISION BY SOUTH KOREA TO ACCEPT AUSTRALIAN 

IMPORTS OF BLOOD ORANGES

 

A series of trials – being funded by Hort Innovation  

 

 

AUSTRALIAN NECTARINE GROWERS GAIN ACCESS TO 

THE CHINESE MARKET FOLLOWING A NEW IMPORT 

PROTOCOL AGREEMENT BY BOTH COUNTRIES 

an important precedent in that as part of this protocol, the 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Prior to October 1, 2015 citrus exporters were 

required to hold a licence from Hort Innovation  

(prior to 2015, Horticulture Australia Limited) and  

to adhere to the conditions on that licence. On 

October 1, 2015 the legislation that specified citrus  

to the United States and oranges to all export 

markets as regulated products and markets 

sunsetted (ceased to be law).

From July 1, 2015 to November 1, 2015, Hort  

Innovation carried out the role of Industry Export 

Control Body by:

 » Issuing licences to citrus exporters to regulated  

markets; and

 » Pursuant to the licence conditions under 

Regulation 7(3) of the Horticulture Marketing 

and Research and Development Services 

(Export Efficiency) Regulations 2002, reviewing, 

determining and publishing minimum prices to  

be paid by exporters to packers for: 

a. oranges, mandarins, tangelos, grapefruit, 

lemons and limes bound for the United 

States; and 

b. oranges bound for China.

On November 1, 2015 the Secretary of the 

Department of Agriculture and Water Resources 

assumed the powers of the horticulture industry 

export control body from Hort Innovation.

Key achievements
AUSTRALIA AND CHINA SIGN TRADE MEMORANDUM  

OF UNDERSTANDING FOR HORTICULTURE 

 
 

of the long-term commitment to building the relationship 

engagement of horticultural trade interests between the 
two countries and is one part of the Australian horticulture 
industry’s holistic trade strategy, including identifying 

CHINESE TRADE OFFICIALS INSPECT AUSTRALIAN 

FARMS AND PRODUCE

 

 

 

 

Three areas of activity: TradeThree areas of activity: Trade

Trade – International  
competitiveness and new markets

Hort Innovation works to develop export 
opportunities and build markets overseas where 
consumers recognise value and appreciate 
quality, premium products. This is a new area of 
focus under Hort Innovation’s Constitution and 
recognises the opportunities for growth both 
domestically and abroad.
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Five co-investment funds

Co-investment 
fund 

 
longer-term investments in large, key strategic projects  
that are needed to overcome the challenges facing  
the horticulture industry and realise a healthier and  

 
the co-investment fund to invest in larger, longer-term  

industry and encourage participation from specialist  

 
 

Leadership Fund 
PURPOSE 

programs that build leadership and develop people at  

OBJECTIVE OF INVESTMENTS  

wide programs to attract newcomers, retain and develop 

INVESTMENT THEMES & OUTCOMES

Retain existing employees  
An increased pool of professionals with the skills and training 

Build future leaders  

innovation across the sector 

Promote careers in horticulture  

the horticulture sector

Build research capacity  
Increased research innovation in Australian horticulture to 
drive global competitiveness

INVESTMENT OUTCOME

The Hort Innovation structure allows for 
the creation of a co-investment fund  
(Pool 2) that is able to pool seed money, 
create a single strategic plan and a clear 
set of R&D investment priorities that are 
attractive to other co-investors.

Five foundation co-investment funds were established in 2015/16, each governed  

Building capacity  Building the capacity of Australia’s horticulture industries, with an emphasis on 

Driving growth 

better understanding of domestic and Asian market consumer preferences and 

Stimulating productivity Investigating advanced production technologies, processes and systems that will 
help drive changes in productivity and enhance Australia’s global competitiveness 

Managing risk 

Ensuring sustainability 

Building capacity

one or more of Hort Innovation’s key investment themes – these 

 »
leadership to support employees at all stages of their career 

 »
new entrants to positions of industry leadership 

 »

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Masterclass in global horticultural business  
– retaining existing employees

 

one university in agriculture and forestry in the world, the 

 
to growers and people working in the supply chain looking  

a nine-month program of learning that focuses on global trends 
in agriculture and horticulture, international business, innovation, 

 
 

(Pool 2): Investing  
to grow the future of 
Australian horticulture

Five co-investment funds
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Driving 

Asian Markets Fund 

PURPOSE 

Australian horticulture industry through sustainable 

OBJECTIVE OF INVESTMENTS 

 
for the Australian horticulture industry derived from  

INVESTMENT THEMES & OUTCOMES

Understand the market 

Collaborative relationships  
 

horticulture products

 

horticulture product attributes

Value chain innovation  
 

of Australian horticulture products

INVESTMENT OUTCOME

 

and development approach to Asian market access and 
maintenance is relevant across industry where the learnings 
are applicable to all horticulture businesses and thus will 

the traditional levy system, most importantly from transport 
 

remove and reduce current barriers to successful market 

 
 

cross-industry relevance; grower support; and realistic 

 
 Trade Assessments Panel  Trade 

Advisory Panel

Trade Assessments Panel impartially assesses and 
applies commercially relevant scrutiny to applications for 

 

Trade Advisory Panel is convened on an as-needed 

specialist representatives, including:

 »

 »

 »

 »
Farmers’ Federation

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »
Australia

 »

 »

 »

 »

growth
 
 

 
with advice provided to Hort Innovation for its consideration, 
with relevant information provided to industry in the course of 

the decisions of market access and improvement applications 

 

nut industry Trade Advisory Panel will provide advice  
to Hort Innovation, and through Hort Innovation to 

nut industries through the consideration of trade issues of 

provide commercially relevant advice to Hort Innovation, 
ensuring industry’s central role in providing input to inform 
Hort Innovation’s advice to government on a range of 

provide advice on:

 »
products including government and commercial 
restrictions

 »

 » Across-industry trade initiatives

 » Recommendations for research programs to address  

The rapid growth of  
Asia’s consumer class –  
from 525 million in 2010  
to an estimated 3.2 billion  
by 2030 – will drive demand 
for premium, high-quality 
and safe horticulture 
produce from Australia.

Five co-investment funds Five co-investment funds
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Australia Fresh – increasing export and consumption  
of Australian horticulture products overseas

program for fruits, nuts and vegetables, designed to 

communicates, adds value and strategically compliments 

presence for Australian horticulture at international trade 

Health, Nutrition &  
Food Safety Fund
PURPOSE 

products to consumers by developing novel products, 

OBJECTIVE OF INVESTMENTS 

INVESTMENT THEMES & OUTCOMES

Value chain

and nutrition program in horticulture

Consumer behaviour

superior food products as desired by the end-user

Innovation

chain

Adoption

information to make wise adoption decisions

INVESTMENT OUTCOME

 
supply chain through the increased consumption of  

Hort Innovation is co-investing in a range of initiatives 

deliver safe, nutritious and healthy Australian horticulture 
produce to consumers by developing novel products, 

or more of Hort Innovation’s key investment themes that 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Naturally Nutritious (HN15001)

One of the main objectives of Hort Innovation’s Naturally 
Nutritious
is to provide initial research into the development of 
innovative products that are nutrient-dense, can be 

 

Naturally Nutritious

address science-based validation of Australian fresh 

by gaining understanding on demand, preference and 

 »
bioprospecting for nutrition-enhanced products to 
create nutrient-dense fruits, vegetables and nuts

 »
of fresh produce 

 » Identifying nutritional value decline in supply chain 
and means of preserving nutritional content to point of 

Five co-investment funds

 
enable Australia Fresh to place international buyers in 
contact with leading Australian growers, industry bodies  

Australian horticulture’s market share in Asia and the 

Five co-investment funds
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Managing 

Fruit Fly Fund

PURPOSE 

OBJECTIVES OF INVESTMENT 

and enhanced market access, in collaboration with visionary 
co-investors from private and public research institutes, 

INVESTMENT THEMES AND OUTCOMES

industries

Develop and maintain capacity
Full pipeline of research capability

Trade and market access alignment 
 

by our trading partners

Novel control technologies 
 

INVESTMENT OUTCOME 

 

way, the research program includes the production of sterile 
insects and work involving biological, ecological and logistical 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

 
$5M investment

Awarded through the Australian Government Rural Research 

 

As a part of the project, researchers will:

 »
such as apple, avocado, blueberry, capsicum, cherry, 
pear, and strawberry, involving a series of trials 
using treatment to convey clear patterns in results, 

 »  

 
in packing sheds

 » Identify treatments that can become standard protocols 

risk

Five co-investment funds Five co-investment funds

Hort Innovation was 
successful in securing 
a $1.65 million 
grant to strengthen 

against a species of 
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Ensuring 

Green Cities Fund 

PURPOSE 

 

OBJECTIVE OF INVESTMENTS

and drive co-investment in collaborative and innovative 
research which addresses the current knowledge gaps 

Greener  
cities,  
healthier  
lives.

sustainability

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

(GC15005)

 
 

 
with evidence-based research on the minimum threshold 
of local green space necessary for favourable health and 

 »
pollution to promote better pregnancy health outcomes 
and give children in urban areas a healthy start in life? 

 »
slim and physically active over time, resulting in a lower 
risk of developing certain cancers and cardiometabolic 

 »
practitioners less, take fewer medications, stay out of 
hospital for longer and use fewer health-sector dollars as 

 »
outcomes because children are healthier and have 
spaces to grow socially, interact and be physically active? 

 »
older adults, how do these preferences vary between 
social and cultural groups, and how do they manifest in 
terms of outdoor recreation?

connections and designs new ways to increase urban green 

and support the industry’s non-food sector, Hort Innovation 

longer-term research that drives a measurable increase in 
urban green space, working to ensure a strong, sustainable 
and economically viable future for all stakeholders in 

INVESTMENT THEMES AND OUTCOMES

Climatic and environmental 
Australia will be better placed to manage future climatic and 
environmental challenges through increased application of 
urban greening in design

Metrics and measurements 
Increased demand for continued growth in urban greening 
due to the ability to provide clear and tangible measurements 

Culture and community 
Increased urban greening at a grassroots level across 
Australia leading to healthy, sustainable and resilient 
communities

Knowledge and information 
Ability to measure and report on progress in increasing urban 
greening across Australia

INVESTMENT OUTCOME

A strong, sustainable and economically viable future for all 

Five co-investment funds Five co-investment funds
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Decisions to strengthen the 
horticulture industry of today 
and shape the horticulture 
industry of tomorrow

Support
and sustainability

Grow

Drive

Lead

industry through 

Improve

through innovative 

Pest and disease management

Sustainability

Data insights

Invest in R&D and marketing activities that deliver 
crop production, pest and disease management 

sustainability improvements and address the 
everyday needs of industry.

Discover, develop and deploy innovative 
technologies to increase international and domestic 

and supply chain capabilities and delivering industry 
and market intelligence.

Ensure produce is of the highest quality, and drive 

and expanding export opportunities, and stimulating 

Deliver operational excellence that provides
investor satisfaction and tangible returns by 

creating and managing high priority investments 

investment partners.

Pest and disease management

Crop production

Novel technologies

Sustainability

Data insights

Industry development

Corporate services

Strategic drive

Domestic market development

International market development, 
market access and trade

Product integrity

Alignment to
Hort Innovation’s Strategy

C
on

su
lt

at
io

n

Program framework

priorities and 11 cross-sectoral 
investment themes

Key
performance

indicators
Costs

Deliverables
(outputs)Outcomes

Program
prioritisation

Deliverables
(outputs)

Advice

indicators and costs 
for projects under each 
portfolio will be known 

after the fund SIP is 
implemented

Fund Strategic
Investment Plan

Investment

Monitoring and evaluation

Investment priorities and process backed by the program framework Investment priorities and process backed by the program framework

Hort Innovation’s Program Framework is the 
mechanism that links Hort Innovation’s strategy 
and investment priorities to the investment 

reporting against the monitoring and evaluation framework 
will track progress, while the intention of investments of 
each fund strategy will be reported regularly including 
through annual reports and Hort Innovation’s Annual 

In establishing investment priorities, Hort Innovation analysed 
both historical and current levy and co-investment portfolios 

Hort Innovation’s investment priorities 

Hort Innovation’s program framework 

51
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Attracting,  
investigating and developing  
         new concepts for industry

Investment process 

Hort Innovation is committed to ensuring it 
invests, manages and participates in a balanced 
portfolio of R&D and marketing activities with  
an appropriate mix of low- to high-risk and short- 
to long-term investments that are appropriate to 
the industry, whilst providing the best possible 
return on investment.

Innovation process
 
Hort Innovation has developed and implemented an 
innovation process to attract new concepts from many 
sources including growers, the research community and 

partnership with a variety of stakeholders and then work  

 

Procurement process
 

proposals, approved and sourced through Hort Innovation’s 

to increase innovation, probity and value for money through 

proposals are selected for funding to support short- and  

Monitoring and evaluation 
process
 

though Hort Innovation’s contract management function 

this evaluation framework is currently being updated and will 

toolkits are in development for service providers to ensure 

reviews, as well as other project reviews commissioned by 

of investments made, with any reviews undertaken by 
independent reviewers internally assessed and actioned by 

analysis of recent evaluations, and appointed a consortium 

impact assessment and evaluation framework to use in the 

around a common platform, approach and schedule for 

In developing campaigns and putting programs in place, 
Hort Innovation’s marketing function consults with and seeks 

size of the program, however all delivery partners operate to 

by the marketing team to track the brand health of their 

Hort Innovation’s innovation process

Investment process 

53

Hort Innovation’s management of IP
 »  An Intellectual Property Policy and Management Framework has been developed and implemented to facilitate 

identification, use and management of intellectual property (IP) that Hort Innovation acquires, creates, licenses, 

disseminates and commercialises.  

 »  When IP is identified as concepts progress through the innovation process, formal registrations and contractual 

arrangements ensure Hort Innovation can secure the right to operate and protect the commercial value of this IP  

for the benefit of members and the Australian horticulture industry.

 »  Hort Innovation acts to maximise the dissemination of its R&D outputs and other materials in which  

IP subsists, and to facilitate the adoption of these developments and materials by the industry.
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Three pillars of  
         strategic intent

Corporate strategies Corporate strategies 

1 Communicate and listen  
to stakeholders

2 Deliver on investments

3 Develop our culture and 
leadership

1. Communicate and listen  
to stakeholders
 

audiences include our direct stakeholders – growers, the 
Australian Government, co-investors, the horticulture supply 
chain, the wider horticulture industry and our delivery 

 

to-face communication, so the cornerstone of our connection 
with growers will always be meeting growers in key growing 

working in an industry that straddles tradition and innovation, 
so we will use newly available tools and mediums to better 
understand the needs of our audiences and to reach them 
where they are, at the most suitable times and in ways that 

particularly in relation to setting the priorities for investments 

advisory panels for our levy investments and co-investments, 

in making investment decisions are underpinned by the input 

reporting framework so that information on our investments 

regularity and accessibility that suits stakeholders – 

2. Deliver on investments
 
Hort Innovation strives to deliver value in all of the 

industries’ needs and by having appropriate operational 
structures and resources that allow us to invest with  

 
of growers, thereby increasing the degree to which  

prohibitive pricing structures, or withholding to gain 

entire growing community across horticulture, spreading the 

innovations happen sooner because we have the capacity 
to work directly with our delivery partners and growers to 
solve critical issues and challenges that would otherwise be 

Hort Innovation works in collaboration with industries to 
strategically invest in marketing campaigns and other 
activities that aim to encourage people to buy, eat, grow and 
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Levy receipts by industry 

Levy receipts by industry 2015/16

Industry  R&D  Marketing 

Almond  - 

Avocado

Banana

 - 

 - 

Nursery

Olive  - 

Onion

 - 

 - 

Raspberry and Blackberry

 - 

Vegetables  - 

Total  $29,673,888  $22,145,626 

Levy receipts by industry

3. Develop our culture  
and leadership
 

horticulture through our investments, through our  

the highest standards in agriculture in the delivery and 

leadership in the industry through our investments in 

we are reinvigorating our internal culture to produce a 

and each other through cooperative relationships so that 
they both develop to their full potential and deliver the 

People initiatives

Culture & 
engagement

5
Workforce 
planning & 
resourcing

6
Employment, 
brand & EVP

7
Diversity & 
inclusion

1 2 Leadership,
learning &

talent

3 4High
performance 

capability

Reward &
recognition

Underpinned by our GROW values of
Greatness, Results, Optimism, What’s next? 

Underpinned by operational excellence in
compliance, risk management, work health and safety

Strategic vision and people aspiration

Our people believe 100 per cent in what we do, and aspire to make a dent in the 
horticulture universe. Our ‘can do’ culture is collaborative and high performing where 

our people, through our deep relationships, lead and inspire our stakeholders, 
our communities and each other to achieve full potential.

Underpinned by our GROW values of Greatness, Results, Optimism, What’s next? 

Leading and 
developing the 

Australian 
horticulture sector 

Making essential, 
informed, measured 

investments

To grow the
future of Australia’s 
fresh food and plant 

industries

Corporate strategies 
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Program expenditure 2015/16 (continued)

Industry  R&D Marketing

*  

 Raspberry and Blackberry 

 Vegetable 

 Co-investment (Pool 2) R&D Marketing

  Fruit Fly 

 Total  $78,172,778  $16,986,536 

Total R&D and marketing 
program expenditure  
Program expenditure 2015/16

Industry R&D Marketing

 Across Industry  

 Almond 

 Avocado 

 Banana 

 Blueberry*  

 

 

 Hazelnut *

 Nursery 

 Nuts General* 

 Olive 

 Onion 

Total R&D and marketing program expenditure Total R&D and marketing program expenditure
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Aligning with 

Aligning with Australian 
Government priorities
 

that addresses cross-industry challenges and opportunities of 

actions at a broader level, rather than just at a commodity-

technology; biosecurity; soil, water and managing natural 

Hort Innovation considered both sets of priorities closely 

our Funding Agreement with the Australian Government, we 

Aligning with Australian Government  
Rural RD&E Priorities

Rural RD&E 

Priorities

Hort Innovation 

investment 

priorities

Specific 

investment  

areas

Advanced 
technology

Improve 
productivity 
of the supply 
chain through 
innovative 
technologies

Novel technology 
including plant 
genetics, 
breeding, 
biotechnology, 
mechanisation, 
robotics and 
precision 
agriculture among 
others

Biosecurity

sustainability 

domestic and 

Biosecurity, pest 
and disease 
management, and 
market access

and managing 
natural 
resources

sustainability
pollination, 
water use, 
natural resource 
management, soil 
management, 
pest and disease 
management, 
climate, etc

Adoption of Grow the 
horticulture value 
chain capacity

building, industry 
data, leadership 
and people 
development 
among others

National Science and 

Research Priorities

Hort Innovation 

investment priorities

Food
and sustainability 

Improve productivity of 
the supply chain through 
innovative technologies

Grow the horticulture value 
chain capacity

and sustainability

and sustainability

Improve productivity of  
the supply chain 
through innovative 
technologies

 
and Research Priorities

Australian Government Rural RD&E Priorities

Soil, water and 

managing natural 

resources 

19%

Adoption 

of R&D 

22%

Soil and 

water 

14%

Food 

71%

Environmental  

change 

16%

Advanced 

technology 

16%

Biosecurity 

43%

61

Aligning with priorities Aligning with priorities

priorities
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Working with 

Lead RDC Project name

Hort Innovation National centre for post-
harvest disinfestation research 

Hort Innovation Advanced production systems 
for the temperate nut crop 
industries

Accelerating precision 
agriculture to decision 
agriculture

dynamic management of 
disease, stress and yield

enhancing the nutrient use 

and pasture systems

Rural Industries 
Research and productive agriculture

Working with other RDCs Working with other RDCs

Hort Innovation currently works with other  
RDCs and organisations on cross-sectoral 
strategies and will continue to do this. 

Innovation will work closely with horticulture industries to 
consider how each strategy provides opportunity for cross-

 

Hort Innovation is committed to Rural RDC 
collaboration and supports all the opportunities 
to do so by being part of a number of business 
meetings and collaboration forums including...

CEO and Chairs 

Communications Managers

together to discuss and work collectively on important 

to create consistent, shared narratives and best-practice 

Monitoring and evaluation representatives

update the published impact assessment work across the 

Business Managers

$1 million in assistance 
grants secured for industry
 
In May 2016, Hort Innovation secured more than 
$1 million in assistance grants under the Australian 
Government’s Access to Industry Uses of Agvet 
Chemicals program, providing opportunities for 
growers to better manage pests, weeds and 

of the industry, and quality products for consumers.

$5 million investment  
to bolster Australian  
nut production 

Hort Innovation was successful in securing a  
$5 million Australian Government Rural R&D 

complements a further $9.8 million from Hort 
Innovation, the Almond Board of Australian and the 
South Australian, Victorian and New South Wales 
governments, will facilitate a four-year program that 
will result in higher density, shorter nut trees with 
high-quality yields.

other RDCs
IT Managers

Additionally, Hort Innovation is a participant sponsor of the 

areas for improvement and recommendations to Hort 
Innovation as to cross-sectoral investment opportunities 
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New R&D projects  
contracted 

 
July 1, 2015 –   
June 30, 2016

Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

productivity in almond

almonds

Improved tree and fruit nutrition for the 
Australian apple industry 

Integrated pest and disease management  

of biennial bearing in apple

Australian apple and pear industry innovation 
and adoption program

Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

National apple and pear grower 
communications program

Australian apple and pear industry market 
development program

properties of pear

of biennial bearing in apple 

and pear industry

leadership initiative

Avocado health professional education and 
research program 

Avocado chef training and education program

National avocado industry communications 
program

commercialisation

Avocado food service benchmark

chain best practice guidelines

research knowledge and capacity for the 
Australian avocado industry

 

Australian banana industry communications 
review*

National banana bunchy top virus program  

Facilitating the development of the Australian 
strawberry industry – national oversight and 
communications

Facilitating the development of the Australian 
strawberry industry – sub-tropical regional 
delivery

New R&D projects contracted New R&D projects contracted

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)
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Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

Facilitating the development of the Australian 
strawberry industry – temperate regional 
delivery 

Auscitrus

citrus gall wasp

red scale in Australian citrus

Australian citrus industry innovation and 
market development program

Agrichemical residue monitoring program for 

Objective colour assessment options for the 
dried grape industry

colour assessment

participation and FoodNews

operation

Innovative cold plasma for horticultural 
industries

Attracting new entrants into Australian 
horticulture

National macadamia grower communications 
program

Australian macadamia industry innovation and 
adoption program

Benchmarking the macadamia industry  

Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

 
a national icon

unravelling the genetics of macadamia: 
integration of linkage and genome maps

in macadamias

abnormal vertical growth

Review of macadamia orchard nutrition

transparency – stage 3

response of the magpie goose to mango 

Vegetable and potato industry  
communication review*

Fruit tracking study 

Nursery industry communications review*

parameters

New R&D projects contracted New R&D projects contracted

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)

  

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)
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Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

Building the resilience and on-farm biosecurity 
capacity of the Australian production nursery 
industry

Vision Goals

– nursery industry communications

olive oil

pollination for Australia

Healthy bee populations for sustainable 
pollination in horticulture

Facilitating the development of the Australian 
pineapple industry – stage 3

Growcom Australia

papaya

An independent review of the potato industry 

National governance framework for  
 

options paper

 

volatile composition

for managing Australian tree crops: Industry 

for managing Australian tree crops: Industry 
meets innovation 

Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

for managing Australian tree crops: Industry 
meets innovation

for managing Australian tree crops: Industry 
meets innovation 

for managing Australian tree crops: Industry 
meets innovation 

for managing Australian tree crops: Industry 
meets innovation

and stakeholder adoption

food value chain innovation and growth: 
Horticulture sub-project

of insects during storage of  table grapes

Australian table grapes industry 
communications review

An independent review of the turf industry 
development program* 

management

vegetable producers

vegetable decision making on-farm

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable Bowen Gumlu Growers Association Inc

Implementation plan for increasing children’s 
vegetable intake

Viruses of national importance to the 
vegetable industry

Improved soilborne disease diagnostic 
capacity for the Australian vegetable industry

A multi-faceted approach to soilborne disease 
management

Improved management options for cucumber 
green mottle mosaic virus

Australian vegetable industry

New R&D projects contracted New R&D projects contracted

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)

 
 

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)
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Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

 

technologies

Vegetable consumer alignment and market 
and value chain review and strategy*

biosecurity for the vegetable industry  

Vision systems, sensing and sensor networks 
to manage risks and increase productivity in 
vegetable production systems

Investigating labour supply options across the 
Australian vegetable industry

management 

Vegetable industry communication program 

Vegetable industry education and training 
initiative

consumption on health costs and grower 
returns

participatory approach with local advisors  
and industry – training component

participatory approach with local advisors  
and industry – coordination component

participatory approach with local advisors  
and industry – evaluation component*

commercial-scale vegetable farms

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable Bundaberg Fruit & Vegetable Growers

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Project code Project name Service provider 2015/16 spend

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 
businesses – national coordination and 
linkage project

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 
businesses – training and evaluation*

managing plant pests of biosecurity concern 
– an options paper

Feasibility study to collect and report 
wholesale market price information for the 
Australian vegetable industry

vegetable production systems

Vegetable snacking options market research 

Vegetable industry participation in the  
 

missions 

Vegetable young grower development 

vegetable production

Onion industry scoping study

Australian onion industry communications

 
– Australian onion industry

Onions Australia

New R&D projects contracted New R&D projects contracted

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)

 

 

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)
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Minor use permits 2015/16 
Project 

code

Minor use permit Amount

Almond industry minor-use allocation

Improving grower access to new chemistry to control downy mildew disease 

New R&D projects contracted Minor use permits

Project code Project name Service provider

practices to reduce bruising

 

Australian dried fruit communications program

Australian table grape industry communications

Investigating novel glass technologies and photovoltaics in 
protected cropping

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable businesses – 

domestic vegetable market

 
nitrogen to vegetable crops

New R&D projects contracted July 1, 2015 – June 30, 2016 (continued)
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Levy 
industry 

focus

75

Project 

code

Minor use permit Amount

Vegetable minor use allocation 

Top 25 marketing suppliers 2015/16

Supplier Total

Minor use permits / Marketing suppliers

Minor use permits 2015/16 (continued)
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Levy 
industry
               focus
Almond

Levy industry focus

Almond
R&D program investment $2,947,843

communications and international networking as well as  

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Management of Carpophilus beetle in  
almonds (AL15004)

system to control the pest without increasing secondary 

system used in stone fruit orchards; the biology and ecology 

 

nr dimidiatus

laboratory bioassay for screening likely candidate pesticides 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

productivity in almond

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

Research and education of health professionals 

consumption

Australian almond variety evaluation and 
commercialisation program

of almonds

Better tree performance and water use 

yield

changing climate

Almond productivity: tree architecture and 
development of new growing systems

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Australian almond industry communications 

Almond international networking

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

almond production
Advanced processing of almonds

Australian almond industry conferences 

almonds 

Almond 77
Apple and Pear 78
Avocado 80
Banana 82
Cherry 84
Chestnut 85
Citrus  86
Custard Apple 88
Dried Grape 89
Dried Prune 91
Dried Tree Fruit 91
Lychee 92
Macadamia 94
Mango 96
Mushroom 98
Nursery 100
Olive 102
Onion 103
Papaya 104
Passionfruit 106
Persimmon 107
Pineapple 108
Potato – Fresh and Processing 109
Raspberry and Blackberry 110
Strawberry 111
Summerfruit 112
Table Grape 114
Turf 115
Vegetable 117
Multi-industry, across industry  
and transformational 123

This section provides 
information on the 
R&D and marketing 
programs for each 
levy paying industry  
in 2015/16.
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Apple and Pear
R&D program investment $4,114,280

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOTS

Profitable pears: maximising productivity and quality of 

new pear varieties (AP12002)

to produce results that will impact on orchard irrigation, 
rootstock and cultivar selection, planting arrangement and 

Physiological, metabolic and molecular basis of  

biennial bearing in apple (AP15002) and Physiological, 

metabolic and molecular basis of biennial bearing in  

apple – Australian component of AP15002 (AP15013)

indicate measurement shoots

biennial bearing – the annual cyclical changes in cropping 
 

 
is usually managed by chemical, mechanical or manual 
thinning methods, but the underlying physiological,  
metabolic and molecular plant processes are largely 

 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

Improved tree and fruit nutrition for the 
Australian apple industry

and pear industry

Apple and pear industry leadership initiative 

leadership initiative

pear industry

properties of pear

of biennial bearing in apple – Australian 

Integrated pest and disease management – 

biennial bearing in apple

National apple and pear grower communication 
program

Australian apple and pear industry market 
development program

Australian apple and pear industry innovation 
and adoption program

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

systems in a changing climate 

and pear industry

Independent program coordination for apple 
and pear productivity program

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Future Orchards 3 

orchard productivity

Apple and pear industry communications

Australian apple and pear industry 
development initiative 

Apple and pear industry data collection 

Industry roundtable forum

the pome fruit industry 

Research speed updating program

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Bridging the knowledge-gap to breed high-

pear industry

to Victorian pome fruit orchardists

 
 

and new strategic marketing pillars for apples and pears, 

 

process was agreed on, which included integrating where 

set up using a biennial versus non-biennial apple cultivar at 

orchard setting in the Yarra Valley on the biennial bearing 

Marketing program 
investment $880,802 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Hailstorm Heroes and more

For the pear industry, the Hailstorm Heroes campaign ran 
 

 » Radio

including during high-rating shows such as Hamish and 
 

 » Newspapers Hailstorm Heroes ads were placed in the 

 »

A PR campaign
Heroes, targeting key news, short-lead magazines, online 

Facebook advertising campaign and investment in events 
targetting the key audience of families, including the Royal 
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Avocado
R&D program investment $2,410,482

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

Avocado health professional education and 
research program 

Avocado chef training and education program 

National avocado industry communications 
program

Avocado food service benchmark

technologies and practices to reduce bruising

best practice guidelines

research knowledge and capacity for the 
Australian avocado industry

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

Australian avocado benchmarking program 
development rounds II and III

in the Australian avocado industry

program 

establishment

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Avocado industry communications

An analysis of fruitspotting bug activity in 
avocado crops from fruit-set to harvest

transparency 

program

Implementing improvements in the avocado 
supply chain 

International networking

Avocado rootstock assessment and 

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Hort Innovation completed interviews for the avocado 

short-listed telephone interviews with applicants were very 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Avocado industry fruit quality benchmarking (AV11015)

grading, packing and transport

back to members of the supply chain on a regular basis as 

are being observed at retail level as well as the incidence of 

All Australian avocado industry supply chain participants 
were able to access regional dry matter maturity reports a 
week after sampling occurred to educate them on the need 

Marketing program 
investment $2,104,083 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

media perspective, during winter the focus of activity was 
on changing consumers’ attitudes about using avocados 
in the colder months – a season where they may struggle 

development of key winter favourites recipes with avocado 

overall content strategy of creating more moments and 
occasions throughout the year to demonstrate the versatility 

develop characters and reveal recipes in an interesting and 
entertaining way, with recipes developed including Avocado 

Overall, the video content series saw engagement rates hit 

demonstrating the value of creating entertaining social media 
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Banana
R&D program investment $3,714,682

Marketing program 
investment $4,819,714 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

A television advertising campaign for bananas had its 

audience saw the television commercial between four and 

and smartphones to deliver on three main objectives of 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

 

Australian banana industry communications 
review

communications program

National banana bunchy top virus program - 

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

production and soil health

industry

project

banana

Banana strategic industry development

National banana bunchy top virus program – 
phase 3

sustainable solutions

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

management

banana industry

Australian banana industry communications 
review

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

The cause and management of crown rot of banana 

(BA13011)

important problem in the supply chain, with management 

develop a greater understanding of the factors contributing 

provide growers with a reduction in losses in the supply 

for partner supply chains, pathogenicity testing for recovered 
organisms has been undertaken, and project results reported 

Instagram has been supported by short videos to further 
enhance engagement and sharing, while driving the energy 
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Cherry
R&D program investment $742,450

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS   

National cherry development program 

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

communications across the Australian cherry 
industry

Australian cherry evaluation utilising precocious 
rootstocks

Optimal management of pre-harvest rot in 
sweet cherry  

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Reducing the impact of late season rainfall

rootstocks soon to be available to industry

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Reducing the impact of late season rainfall (CY12000) 

important results regarding cherry cracking that are directly 

a reactive approach when rain is imminent to a holistic year-
round approach, providing information with which to improve 

 
 

following rainfall events, and building fruit resilience before  

A number of trials were undertaken, building on results of 
earlier project 
cherries
fruit early in the season helps reduce the impact of rainfall 

However, no practical options to reduce the rapid uptake of 
rainfall late in the season were revealed – ground covers will 
slow uptake but are not suited to current systems, vascular 
tissue stays connected and functional throughout fruit 

maintaining cuticular and skin integrity and strength, 
enhanced by a comprehensive calcium program to allow 

swelling of fruit during development, and to avoid trees being 

load, and considering the growth rate of fruit early in fruit 

work is to be presented as part of an upcoming user-friendly 

Marketing program 
investment $89,773 
MARKETING PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Cherish the Moment

 
 

 
– including posters, bunting and cherry bags – being  

promotions including competitions, in-store sampling,  

Chestnut
R&D program investment $78,771

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

Facilitating development of the Australian 

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Facilitating development of the Australian 

Improved postharvest management of 

for broad industry input from the whole supply chain in 

 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Improved post-harvest management of chestnuts 

(CH14005)

supply chains, from farm to wholesale and retail, as well as 

particularly if they were packed inside a polypropylene bag 

during transport, with chestnut temperatures increasing 

However, product that was displayed during market hours 
then returned to the cool room each day showed wide 

some of the independent stores were using chestnuts as a 

hot roasted chestnuts as well as easy-peel and non-easy-

Marketing program 
investment $38,906 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

 
 

media received a chestnut season update and accompanying 
 

reach across the foodservice industry, rural and horticulture 
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Citrus

R&D program investment 
$3,024,275
PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

citrus gall wasp

red scale in Australian citrus

Australian citrus industry innovation and market 
development program

Agrichemical residue monitoring program for 

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

sustainability through integrated approaches to 
fungal disease control

rootstocks

improved diagnostic tools

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

National citrus postharvest science program 

National citrus triploid breeding

Agrichemical residue monitoring program for 

access

biosecurity threats

communications

more competitive industry

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

marketable fruit size and economic returns 
through on-farm trials

An industry, markets and business development 

chain

rootstocks for Australia 

In-line approaches to control surface pests of 

research initiative

Riverina

discussed the industry’s short-term investment priorities, 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Extension of citrus practices to maximise marketable 

fruit size and economic returns through on-farm trials 

(CT10030) 

to industry production practices that increase the yield of 
 

knowledge and skills of growers, and to give growers 

Numerous on-farm trials were conducted on properties in 

pruning, summer urea fruit sizing spray, GA flower fruit setting 
spray, young tree growth biostimulant enhancing sprays, 

Ground-applied potassium trial site trees

Marketing program 
investment $166,385 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Australian citrus growers, this year the marketing focused 

program was set to build on the previous year’s in-market 
promotional activities in priority international markets  

as merchandising, sampling, point-of-sale material and 
consumer-focused promotions to drive awareness of 
Australian citrus and to encourage consumers to taste and 

International trade shows also represent a key strategy for 
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Custard Apple
R&D program investment $350,977

Dried Grape
R&D program investment $493,940

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

traits in custard apple

Accelerating development of the Australian 
custard apple industry, new variety 

future investment with the industry, provide an update on 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Custard Apple Roadshow 2016 (CU15700)

 

 

management, postharvest cool chain in custard apples, the 

Marketing program 
investment $25,716 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Five media targets , , , 
and New Idea  

apples were also featured in seven metropolitan magazines, 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

Objective colour assessment options for the 
dried grape industry

assessment

participation and FoodNews

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS   

New rootstocks to improve production and 

risks of dried grape production

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

industry

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Objective colour assessment options for the dried grape 

industry (DG15001) and Evaluating a visible imaging and 

near-infrared spectroscopy technique for dried grape 

colour assessment (DG15002)

and even colour of Australian dried grapes, due to our 

Fruit needs to be assessed on receipt so that growers can 
be paid appropriately – and with large volumes of fruit being 
delivered during a relatively short harvest season, assessment 

However, as colour and consistency determine grade, and 

Objective colour measurement has therefore long been an 
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the colour of dried grapes, and tested some of these 
methods using graded samples supplied by the major 

later be developed into a fast, automated system using 

conducted an initial assessment of the use of NIR 

measurement of internal moisture than current, manual 

relatively small moisture content range, a method that 

drying rates and suitability for storage and processing 

Dried Prune
R&D program investment $114,753

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS   

Innovation and adoption program for the 
Australian prune industry

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Innovation and adoption program for the Australian  

prune industry (DP14000)

and communication programs that engage industry 
stakeholders and provide growers with access to information 

As part of the project, Australian and international research 
information has been reviewed and delivered to growers 

out to growers and processors to ensure it is taken up by the 

Variety evaluation will be a further key element of the 
new project, with trial plantings located on a commercial 
prune orchard to be managed by grower co-operators in 

will be compiled and analysed on tree growth and vigour, 
blossom and harvest dates, and of fruit maturity parameters, 

 

the performance of varieties at the processing stage to 
ensure industry can make informed decisions about what 

including solar drying tunnels and ultrasonic pre-treatment 

Marketing program 
investment $103,366 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Marketing dried grapes to Europe

another major focus in Italy, with Australian fruit represented 

In Germany, trade show activity has been working to increase 
demand in the foodservice space via the Internorga trade 

through the well-known Helio brand and centred on raisins, 

and their ideal usability as a healthy snack and in bakery 

natural fruity taste, no use of sulphur, dried on the vine and 

Dried Tree Fruit
R&D program investment $32,338

91
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Marketing program 
investment $33,583 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

‘Me-time Moments’ with lychees

and information-led content platform to provide advice for 

consumers, showcase growers and inform about season 

overall engagement rate of three per cent, well in the range 
of standard industry engagement which is between two and 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS   

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Improving fruit yields in lychee

industry

presented and discussed along with robust discussion on the 

Lychee
R&D program investment $116,933

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

US market access project (LY15001)

as well as mangoes to assure biological security against 

and Australian chemical, pest monitor and training guides, 

 
 

Growers submitted details of their orchards and packhouses, 

use in lychee and are compatible both in Australia and the  

Both Facebook and Instagram results were enhanced by 
engaging with top Australian food, lifestyle and health and 
wellbeing bloggers with a combined reach of over two 

 #metimemoment competition was a major focus for 
social media, with the aim of the competition to promote 
lychees as the ultimate self-indulgence by encouraging 

to their respective account using the #metimemoment 
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Macadamia
R&D program investment $2,302,734

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Disease management in macadamia industry (MC12007)

Reports from growers and industry consultants showed that 
macadamia growers who followed the guidelines for husk 

match-head stage of fruit development and timing of harvest 

fungal species belonging to the genus  caused 

spongy black lesions of husk rot symptoms were observed in 

As part of the diagnostic services in the project, the majority 
of the samples that were received from growers and 
industry consultants were branch dieback on twigs and 

Botryosphaeriaceae 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

National macadamia grower communications 
program

Australian macadamia industry innovation and 
adoption program

national icon

macadamias

unravelling the genetics of macadamia: 
integration of linkage and genome maps

vertical growth

Review of macadamia orchard nutrition

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Biological husk spot research 

 
– a growers trial group

Biology, species and genetic diversity of 
macadamia lace bugs

conservation

  

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Improving farm productivity and competitiveness 
in the Australian macadamia industry

Improving on-farm productivity and sustainability 
of the Australian macadamia industry

Improving industry awareness and 
understanding of industry programs for 
Australian macadamias

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

selections

macadamias

macadamias

national icon

integration of linkage and genome maps

management project, which was highlighted as a priority and 
also discussed in detail the following day at the Integrated 

Marketing program 
investment $2,678,638 
MARKETING PROJECT SNAPSHOT

enthusiastically in every aspect of the event and generated 
a host of Australian macadamia-themed blog and social 

 and 
 was achieved and professional footage and 

An older dried husk with visible shiny husk spot lesion
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Mango
R&D program investment $2,023,363

It also included observations on supply, demand, carryover 

enables growers and others to monitor prices and price 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

 

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS   

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

window

Integrating genomics into an applied mango 
breeding program

In-transit ripening and prediction of outturn 

access

Improving consumer appeal of Honey Gold 
mango by reducing under skin browning and 
red lenticels discolouration

Reducing mango industry losses from resin 
canal discolouration

mango breeding program 

in mango production and value over the past couple of years, 
and the importance of communication and engagement with 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Data collection to facilitate supply chain transparency —

stage 3 (MG15003)

to wholesale prices and information, most production 

independently collected wholesale prices provides growers 

is important to allow growers to make sound business 
decisions, especially as distance to market and the relatively 
short but busy harvest window mean that growers have little 
opportunity to undertake further analysis of markets during 

optimum maturity, such as market pressures, the likelihood 
of weather events and the lack of skilled mango pickers who 

delivered wholesale prices on a daily and weekly basis  

Marketing program 
investment $484,248 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Mango Mess-tival

purpose is to keep mangoes top-of-mind for consumers 
throughout the long summer season, reminding them why 
mangoes are their favourite summer fruit, and to keep 
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Mushroom
R&D program investment $1,456,556

Marketing program 
investment $3,168,309 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Much healthier. Much tastier

television, out of home and digital media with the aim 
of encouraging home cooks to add mushrooms to their 

advertising consisted of three bursts over a two-and-a-half 
month period, with the campaign successfully delivered 

via programs such as  and Better Homes and 
Gardens to not only deliver audience reach but also provide 

a national events and in-store campaign, and engagement 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

monitoring scheme

Implementing industry risk management 
systems and capability

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Improving consistency of mushroom compost 
through control of biotic and abiotic parameters

Analytics for mushrooms

Opportunities for mushrooms in food service

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Facilitation of information transfer to mushroom 

studies

button mushroom strains with high anti-
aromatase activity

International mushroom industry collaboration

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Mushroom industry communication plan (MU12014) and 

Communication program for the Australian mushroom 

industry 2016-2019 (MU15001)

plan project was to provide support for a wide range of 
communication activities used to inform government, industry 
and consumer stakeholders of ongoing developments and 
outcomes achieved through joint industry and government 

electronic and online communication channels, including 

information and helped to ensure industry participants were 
aware of matters concerning industry investment and the 

current research projects and integrated this communication 

 builds on the framework of  
the  and project 

new project, which encompasses elements of the previous 
projects, has been developed to further improve the way 
in which information is communicated with the wider 
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Nursery
R&D program investment $1,968,608

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Extension of barriers to adoption of 202020 Vision  

goals (NY15008) 

seen the production of the , 
which provides a roadmap for navigating the policies and 
regulations that impact planning decisions around creating 

 
, Rules & Regulations and , 

information gleaned through the project 
, 

with the aim of producing resources that could be 

working within state and local government to increase  

contain information of current planning policies, regulations 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

Nursery industry communications review

parameters

Building the resilience and on-farm biosecurity 
capacity of the Australian production nursery 
industry

National nursery industry biosecurity program

Vision goals

nursery industry communications

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

evaluation research proposal

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

capacity building for the nursery industry

Nursery and garden industry communications 

development for the Australian nursery industry

development projects for the nursery industry 

stress with vegetation

leveraging marketing advantage

Vision goals

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Industry development network for the nursery 
industry

for the production nursery industry 

of focus, ranging from leadership programs and a national 
 

Marketing program 
investment $809,952 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

202020 Vision media partnerships

to work with  and the Australian Financial 
Review 

 Green movement needs a 
human face 
the  and 

publications including 
 and Government News

 documents
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Olive
R&D program investment $398,753

Onion
R&D program investment $733,368

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

olive oil

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

implementation

competitive advantage

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Review and development of Olive Industry 

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

investment including consumer research and pest and 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Australian Olive Oil Code of Practice implementation 

(OL13007)

Australian olive products by improving the rate of adoption of 

 

roadblocks and enhancing competitive advantage

supporting a training program and providing a mechanism for 

olive products, the project sets out to support and monitor 

skills and capacity through training olive industry enterprise 
trainers and through the development and delivery of 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

Onion industry scoping study

Australian onion industry communications

industry

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

development of rapid diagnostic assays

diseases in Australian allium crops

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

markets

marketing program and an update of the onion industry 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Development of an onion white rot forecast model for 

Tasmania (VN14001) 

aims to develop a forecasting model for its infection periods 

have now been completed and will be used to guide the 

Marketing program 
investment $217,096 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

focus on parents with young children and will be encouraging 

information hub with inspiring recipes and must-know onion 

and white mycelia visible on roots after planter bag was removed
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PROJECTS CONTRACTED

papaya

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

fungicide applications on post-harvest decay 
of papaya

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Industry development and research in the 
papaya industry

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOTS

Effect of curative and protectant pre-harvest fungicide 

applications on post-harvest decay of papaya (PP13000)

diseases, continues to be a major constraint to growers, 

is traditionally dependent on regular foliar applications with 
pre-harvest protectant fungicides permitted for the control 
of leaf diseases, as well as the use of registered post-

in controlling post-harvest rots and, according to growers, the 
control achieved both during and following prolonged wet 

as a viable alternative to the currently registered post-harvest 

Papaya
R&D program investment $115,373

Marketing program 
investment $129,330 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Educating consumers about papaya

between papaya and papaw, communicate usage options 
and key selling messages, encourage consumers to 
purchase on the spot and, importantly, to leave consumers 

independents, where more stock, particularly pre-cut, was 

and said they would consider buying in the future, with health 

disease-infected fruit in the management of post-harvest 

were also conducted on a farm in Innisfail with fruit sent 
through a commercial supply chain and assessed in  
a simulated supermarket-shelf environment at the 

theobromae
gloeosporioides

Fusarium solani

control of foliar diseases during the warm and wet summer 
months provide a level of control of many of the post-harvest 

In the post-harvest trials, results from disease assessments 

with overseas research suggesting that the use of hot water 
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Passionfruit
R&D program investment $49,830

Persimmon
R&D program investment $136,390

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

industry

concepts around the continuation of the supply chain 
analysis already completed, continuing with minor use 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Communication program for the passionfruit industry 

(PF13004)

 magazine 

project keeps growers and other stakeholders up to date 
with industry news, including the latest project outcomes, 
marketing information, chemical updates and more, to assist 
in making better business decisions and following industry 

Marketing program 
investment $78,300 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Everybody needs passion(fruit)

recipes across all eating occasions, as well as information on 

includes grower updates and industry links to the industry 

Facebook and Instagram campaigns had already achieved 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Australian sweet persimmon industry 

with key items on the agenda including prioritising concepts 

with growers, continuing investment with minor use permits 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Australian sweet persimmon industry development  

project — phase 4 (PR13007)

including pre- and post-harvest management approaches 
for key pests and diseases in persimmon, work into clonal 
propagation of persimmon rootstock, and performance 

In relation to monitoring and control of mealybug, visual 
inspections, sticky bands and pheromone traps were 
evaluated as methods for monitoring the pest populations in 

of issues, citrus mealybug pheromone traps have proven 

at the full permitted rate provides the best control of citrus 

In relation to persimmon varieties, new varieties currently 

evaluated for yield, growth habit, maturity dates and, in some 

Marketing program 
investment $37,339 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Persimmons pack a punch

 
be decisive and targeted in order to generate enough of  

In a strategic move away from the traditional outputs of 
publicity, sampling, social media and point of sale, the 
marketing program centred on two key audiences sectors, 

food and health industry leaders to drive the persimmon 
message, create demand and deliver strong return  

It provided insights into harvest and tips to educate on the 

pieces of coverage across print, online and social media, 
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Pineapple
R&D program investment $470,259

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

Facilitating the development of the Australian 
pineapple industry – stage 3

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Integrated pest, disease and weed 

pineapple market changes 

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

New generation pineapple breeding project

and heart-rot in pineapples

selections

focus was to update the industry on the investment program 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Study groups enabling industry adaption to pineapple 

market changes (PI13006)

regional grower study groups in this project had met for 

group meetings were held, of which two were combined 

A comprehensive survey of pineapple growers was also 

to industry leaders and will be made available to all who 

A study of nutrient rates used by a sample of growers across 
the industry was carried out using data collected as part of 

Marketing program 
investment $75,980 
MARKETING PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Pineapples sweeten the media

food bloggers and social media activity across Facebook and 

Potato 
R&D program investment 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

National governance frame work for Australians 

An independent review of the potato industry 

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

management and implementation

research for the fresh potato industry

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

cropping to improve yield and production 

Australian potato crops

ecology epidemiology and control

and processing potato industries have been appointed, with 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOTS

Potato industry communication program  
2016-2019 (PT15007)

to grow awareness and on-farm adoption of the results of 
the levy-funded projects for the fresh and processing potato 
industries, inspiring Australian growers to take advantage of 

into one program the outputs of previous potato-industry 
communication projects, to deliver strategic and focused 

previous projects now rolled into this cohesive program 
include 
of the bi-monthly  magazine, and 
industry communication strategy – management and 
implementation
including the industry’s weekly e-newlsetter, social media 

a national industry contact database, and media relations 

is, responsible for , an annual 

 

 

 publication

$589,109 (fresh)  
$483,352 (processing)
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Raspberry and Blackberry
R&D program investment $165,411

Strawberry
R&D program investment $1,786,316

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Building resilience to drupelet disorder  
in rubus

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Rubus varietal improvement international 
development 

Investigating management of green stink bugs in 
raspberry crops

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Importation and evaluation of new elite 
raspberry varieties

proposal

Furthering the development of the Australian 
rubus industry

spotted wing drosophila, minor use permit priorities, the 

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Building resilience to drupelet disorder in rubus 

(RB14003)

which aims to identify contributing causes to red drupelet 
disorder in blackberries and to highlight the pre- and 

commercial growers and have looked at the role of nitrogen 

Marketing program 
investment $52,386 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Fresh not frozen

the annual marketing program encouraged consumers 
to choose fresh berries over frozen by promoting some 

outreach, including a media familiarisation tour to build 
media relationships to be leveraged for ongoing coverage of 
raspberries and blackberries across digital, print and social 

communicated to health professionals to help build the value 

coverage on berries spanning magazines, newspapers, 

of media coverage directly from the media tour, reaching 

 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

Facilitating the development of the Australian 

communications

Facilitating the development of the Australian 
strawberry industry – sub-tropical regional 
delivery 

Facilitating the development of the Australian 
strawberry industry – temperate regional 
delivery

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

National strawberry varietal improvement 
program

Integrated approach for control of foliar 
diseases in strawberry runner nurseries and 
management of chemical resistance

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

growing under plastic tunnels

compounds in strawberry

Facilitating the development of the Victorian 
strawberry industry 

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Biological control agent for Botrytis in 
strawberries 

 

strawberry runners  

Assisting the ongoing development of the 

strawberry runners

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

National strawberry varietal improvement program 

(BS12021) 

to improved, locally-adapted varieties into the future, Hort 
Innovation is continuing to undertake breeding for targeted 
environments under the national breeding project with the 

into test production in collaboration with four accredited 

Fusarium

An independent mid-term review of the project has been 
completed, providing feedback on the robust breeding 
program and noting the opportunity for Australian breeding 
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Summerfruit
R&D program investment $906,878

Marketing program 
investment $148,612 
MARKETING PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Turning up the heat on summerfruit

Australian consumers to eat more summerfruit more often, 

cut-through and repeat purchases for peaches, nectarines, 

with a fact sheet, summerfruit recipes and images targeted 
to major metro, regional and community newspapers, 
television and radio outlets, food and health publications, and 

product was also sent to top food publications and bloggers 
to prompt recipe development, features and social media 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

volatile composition

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Rootstock and training system to optimise early 

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

device

improve market access for summerfruit

summerfruit 

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Low dose methyl bromide against fruit flies to improve 

market access for summerfruit (SF12016) 

peaches and nectarines, with a new market-access protocol 

fumigation, which will facilitate trade using both air-freight 

protocol that uses the low-dose methyl bromide concept, 
which sees lower concentrations of fumigant applied for 

As well as securing new market access, the methyl-bromide 

Indonesia are based on cold treatment disinfestation of 

 

costs of land-based cold treatment in Australia, and the need 
to keep treated fruit separate in designated cold rooms, 
makes pre-shipment treatments economically unfeasible 
and so the treatments are usually conducted in-transit during 

only suitable for nectarines, as peaches are sensitive to cold 

phytosanitary purposes, low-dose methyl bromide is a new 

high-impact stories in leading newspapers including 
,  and 

, and coverage in national magazines including 
, , , 

Good Health, , New Idea and 
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Table Grape
R&D program investment $1,299,917

Turf
R&D program investment $1,039,874

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

Australian table grape industry  
communications review

insects during storage of  table grapes 

Australian table grape industry communications

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Australian table grape industry

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

industry

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Red blue beetle table grape disinfestation 
research

part 3

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Effect of sulphur dioxide and cold on survival of insects 

during the storage of table grapes (TG15003) 

in recent years, this vital project for the industry aims to 

Red blue beetle 
table grape disinfestation research

produce science-based data to demonstrate that these pests 

Marketing program 
investment $302,845 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Which grape are you?

 Based on a review of 

made to go to market to appoint a social media provider, with 
the new provider bringing to the table messaging that would 

healthy snacking option for the family through targeted social 

interesting, relatable, engaging and humorous – supported 

that not only did the table grape Facebook page target its 

posts delivered some great results, with some of the table 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

An independent review of the turf industry 
development program 

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Business and industry development for the turf 

erosion control measure

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

National turf industry cost of production 

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

managing turfgrass in open spaces

Application of soil amendments to maintain turf 

mite species

Industry development services for the 

 
 

 
 

is due for completion by the end of the calendar year, as well 
as the turf industry marketing plan, with endorsement of that  

 
of levy funds, and also within the scope of strategic  

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Full identification of Phytophagous turfgrass mite  

species (TU13021)

 
In the case of turf production, this can result in sod  
breaking up or tearing on harvest conveyers – and 
anecdotally the loss of harvested product can reach  

by mites, their presence is often not recognised, which 

 

ultimately be needed to facilitate the future registration 

 

  
 , for which detailed 

 
Aceria cynodoniensis and 

Abacarus cynodonsis
 

generating sheet
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damage on and 
transvaalensis
species, , was described 
from 

Oligonychus
 

Vegetable
R&D program investment $15,610,951

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

management

producers

decision making on-farm  

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Implementation plan for increasing children’s 
vegetable intake

Viruses of national importance to the vegetable 
industry

Improved soilborne disease diagnostic capacity 
for the Australian Vegetable Industry

A multi-faceted approach to soilborne disease 
management

Improved management options for cucumber 
green mottle mosaic virus

Australian vegetable industry

Vegetable consumer alignment and market and 
value chain review and strategy

technologies

Vision systems, sensing and sensor networks 
to manage risks and increase productivity in 
vegetable production systems

Investigating labour supply options across the 
Australian vegetable industry

management

Vegetable industry communication program 

Vegetable industry education and training 
initiative

consumption on health costs and grower 
returns

participatory approach with local advisors and 

participatory approach with local advisors and 

participatory approach with local advisors and 

commercial-scale vegetable farms

Investigating novel glass technologies and 
photovoltaics in protected cropping

production

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 
businesses – Victoria

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 
businesses – national coordination and linkage 
project

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable 
businesses – training and evaluation

managing plant pests of biosecurity concern – 
an options paper

Marketing program 
investment $79,115 
MARKETING CAMPAIGN SNAPSHOT

Getting inspiration from Lawnspiration

 
 

which successfully continues to represent the turf industry 

 
Aceria cynodoniensis damage to Cynodon spp, showing various growth 
distortions, infested swards and mites and eggs
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Feasibility study to collect and report wholesale 
market price information for the Australian 
vegetable industry

production systems

Vegetable snacking options market research – 

on the domestic vegetable market

supply nitrogen to vegetable crops

vegetable production

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Review of current irrigation technologies

spot in capsicum and chilli crops

vegetable industry

values of vegetable imports 

New vegetable products for personal nutrition

green peach aphid

Innovating new virus diagnostics and planting 
bed management in the Australian sweetpotato 
industry

New end-point treatment solutions to control 

vegetables

An intelligent farm robot for the vegetable 
industry

 

vegetable industry 

cost water disinfection and nutrient solution 
recycling option

health and safety resources

industry – a whole of chain approach scoping 
study

measurements of food safety in leafy 
vegetables

An investigation of low-cost protective cropping 

and activities for mechanisation

Baseline demographic research for the 
vegetable industry

Benchmarking and comparing the production 
and regulatory conditions of Aust vegetable 
with our competitors producers

strategy for the Australian vegetable 

create more vegetable snacking options to 

shelf-life and freshness of vegetables

for more vegetable meal occasions

Identifying and understanding the factors 

Financial performance of Australian vegetable 

capacity building

information

Identifying and sharing postharvest best 
practice on-farm and online        

Improved skill for regional climate in the 

use priorities and awareness program

Vegetable industry market access and 
development program

rot

to suppress insecticide resistance in 
diamondback moth

vegetable production systems

Innovative solutions to management of 
tospoviruses of vegetable crops

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

vegetable industry

Vegenotes series 

environmental best practice in the Australian 
vegetable industry

National vegetable industry communication 

implementation 

climate change in relation to government 

development program

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

in tropical sweetcorn through introgression of 
tender germplasm

shock in lettuce

Improving the management of insect 
contaminants in processed leafy vegetables

Improving grower access to new chemistry to 
control downy mildew disease 

production and business management in the 

Integrating sustainable soil health practices into 
a commercial vegetable farming operation

Remediation of soil contaminated by 

of vegetables

New end-point treatment solutions to control 

specialists

New product development information for the 
vegetable industry

life and consumption of green beans

Vegetable industry education and training gap 
analysis

beans, broccoli and baby leaf – symposia
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New in-field treatment solutions to control fruit fly (2) 

(VG13042)

A crop of bird’s eye and cayenne chillies was grown at 

A similar trial was conducted in Bundaberg using a crop of 

commercially managed, so insecticides would have been 

of , providing soil temperatures under 

and incorporation of the commercially-available cover crops 

uneven cover of the cover crop which limited the amount of 

cover cropping as a remediation strategy for reclaiming soil 
contaminated with  and to determine the 

 
recommend that untreated manure is not added to soils used 
for production of short-term crops such as leafy salad greens 

risk and likelihood of food safety outbreaks with 
enterica through consideration of on-farm soil characteristics 
and agronomic practices for remediation to reduce 
populations of the pathogen in soil after a contamination 

 
 

 

 
and will then advise Hort Innovation in its investment of  
the vegetable levy and Australian Government contributions 
to address the issues and opportunities facing the  

R&D PROJECT SNAPSHOTS

Remediation of soil contaminated by Salmonella enterica 

to expedite plant or replant of vegetables (VG13039)

survival of  in soil contaminated with 

solarisation to reduce levels of the bacteria in soil following 

 

presence of chicken manure, by soils temperatures less than 

the project will focus on compiling and analysing all results, 5
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Multi-industry

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

Vegetable and potato industry communication 
review*

Fruit tracking study 

Australian dried fruit communications program

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

National honey bee pest surveillance program

of a male-only, temperature-sensitive-lethal, 

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Free Area for market access

 

An objective basis for temperate nut industries 

Hort Innovation horticulture trade development 
strategy*

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

communications

codling moth females in disrupted orchards 

cover sprays

and domestic markets

industries

Impact of improved inter row management 
on productivity, soils and greenhouse gas 
emissions in apple and cherry orchards

A model for industry planning and 
preparedness for an incursion of Varroa mite

east coast of Australia

the Yarra Valley

Area-wide integrated pest management using 

Advanced greenhouse horticulture research 
facility designed for research, education and 
training

Advisory Group

innovative product development for Australian 
horticulture

Optimising pollination of macadamia and 
avocado in Australia

produce consumers

research

Vegetable and potato industry communication 
review

A revolutionary new sensor for in-field measurements of 

food safety in leafy vegetables (VG13073)

a new-generation Raman sensor to detect dangerous 

to show the potential of real-time testing for dangerous 

technology failed to successfully detect bacteria, the 

outcome, however the undertaking was ambitious and the 
necessary development proved to be beyond the scope of 

Being a real-time sensor, it would be technically feasible 
that the Raman sensor could operate across clear plastic 
wrapping and sealed bags, to provide ultimate last point of 

Regional capacity building to grow vegetable businesses 

(VG15040–50)

growing areas throughout the nation and inform growers 
about current research and development activities, helping in 

through multiple service providers and are supported by a 
national coordination and linkage project:

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 

combination of dollars from multiple levy industries, plus 
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Co-investment  
focus

This section provides information  
on the projects for each of the  
co-investment funds established  
in 2015/16.

 » Health, Nutrition & Food  
Safety Fund 126

 » Green Cities Fund 127
 » Leadership Fund 128
 » Fruit Fly Fund 129
 » Asian Markets Fund 130

125

PROJECTS CONTRACTED

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS 

Across-industry climate research, development 

Horticulture component of the National 

Industries

Biotechnology awareness in horticulture

Biosecurity

application of pesticides, accommodating 
nozzles, formulations and adjuvants

 

FINAL REPORTS ISSUED

Autonomous perception systems for 
horticulture tree crops

A multi-target approach to fruitspotting bug 
management*

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

Across 
industry

 

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS

A platform for the continuous genetic 
improvement of accepted cultivars of 
vegetatively propagated horticultural crops

education strategy

Novel nanobionics platform to improve 
Australian horticulture production and 
protection from pests

VC PROJECTS CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE 

AUSTRALIA LIMITED

productivity

Transformational 
fund
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Health, Nutrition & Food  
Safety Fund
R&D investment $2,694,538

 »
food safety and decay control in a range of horticulture 

 »

the technology

 »
collaborating with technology partners and horticulture 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

Innovative cold plasma for horticultural 
industries

Naturally Nutritious 

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Innovative cold plasma for horticultural industries 
(HN15000) 

practices, microbial contamination can occur in fresh 

use of chemical sanitisers such as chlorine in post-harvest 
decontamination has several negative impacts such as 

such as irradiation, has recently emerged as a non-
thermal option for killing or inactivating a broad range of 

is focusing on the development of a new tool to reduce food 

of the project, working in collaboration with international 
research partners, commercial partners and others, will 
assess the use of cold plasma technology to decontaminate 
fresh horticulture produce and nuts to mitigate the risk of 

Green Cities Fund
R&D investment $1,213,788

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Greener cities — healthier lives (GC15005)

It will provide industry and policy makers with evidence-
based research on the minimum threshold of local green 
space necessary for favourable health and societal outcomes 

 »
pollution to promote better pregnancy health outcomes 
and give children in urban areas a healthy start in life? 

 »
slim and physically active over time, resulting in a lower 
risk of developing certain cancers and cardiometabolic 

 »
practitioners less, take fewer medications, stay out of 
hospital for longer and use fewer health-sector dollars as 

 »
outcomes because children are healthier and have 
spaces to grow socially, interact and be physically active? 

 »
older adults, how do these preferences vary between 
social and cultural groups, and how do they manifest in 
terms of outdoor recreation?
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Leadership Fund
R&D investment $225,043

Fruit Fly Fund
R&D investment $1,376,615

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

Attracting new entrants into Australian 
horticulture   

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Attracting new entrants into Australian horticulture 
(LP15006)

the horticulture sector and build a new pool of industry 
leaders by drawing on the networks of young professionals 

attract the right people, retain them and support their 

In phase two, employment of the students following 
graduation will be encouraged, with Hort Innovation co-

Foundation engaged to provide industry-wide leadership 

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

stakeholder adoption

southern Australia

operations

PROJECTS IN PROGRESS (INCLUDES VC PROJECTS 

CARRIED OVER FROM HORTICULTURE AUSTRALIA 

LIMITED)

security and management

program

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

(FF15000)

Australia, has been tracking on time and on budget, with 

around the world, listened to lessons learnt post-construction 

contribute to the ability to manage temperature to within 

by a consortium of research organisations and a funding 
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Asian Markets Fund
R&D investment $369,174

PROJECTS CONTRACTED   

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

(AM15000)

promotional program designed to raise awareness of the 

consistent messaging, collateral and activities across multiple 

A collaboration between Hort Innovation, the Victorian 

markets and develop the sector’s ability to prioritise and 

companies with immediate trade outcomes as a direct result 

Financial  
Report

Directors’ report 132
Statement of Comprehensive  
Income 139

Statement of Financial Position 140

Statement of Cash Flows 141

Statement of Changes in Funds 142

Notes to the Financial Statements 143

Directors’ declaration 156

Independent auditor’s report 157
Auditor’s independence  
declaration 159

for the year ended 30 June 2016

131

Horticulture Innovation Australia Limited 

ACN 602 100 149 

(A company limited by guarantee)
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Directors’ report

 »  

 » Mark Napper  

 » Professor Robert Clark AM 

 »

 »  

 » Richard Hamley  

 »  

 » David Moon

 » Peter Wauchope

 » Ridley Bell  

 »  

 Holmes 

 

 
in both in-house and private commercial and corporate 

The Directors of 
Horticulture Innovation 
Australia Limited (the 
Company) present their 
report for the year ended  
30 June 2016.

Directors’ meeting attendance  
 

Directors The Board of 
Directors

Audit & Risk 
Committee 

(ARC)

Remuneration & 
Appointments 

Committee 
(RAC)

Portfolio Review 
Committee 

(PRC), dissolved 
Dec 2015

Investment 
Committee (IC), 

established 
Jan 2016

A B A B A B A B A B

 
 

 
3 3 – –

 
 
 

– – – – – –

 
 – – 3 3

 
– – – –

 
 – – – – – –

 
 3 3 – – – – – –

 
 – – – – – –

 
– – 3 3 – – – –

– – – – – – – –

 
 – – – – – –

 
3 – – – – – – – –

A = Number of meetings attended; B = Number of meetings eligible to attend

Directors’ report
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MR DAVID CLIFFE

of horticulture industries in his capacity 
as a nurseryman supplying plant 
material to the horticulture industry 
including vegetable, deciduous fruit, 

involved in the administration of the 

of the Nursery and Garden Industry 
Association, and then Independent 

continues to be active in the facilitation 

MRS SUSAN FINGER 

 

partner in a family owned business 

Finger is committed to the horticulture 
industry and has had a strong and 

industry representative organisations 

was a Board member of the Victorian 

and is a graduate member of Australian 

MR RICHARD HAMLEY

 

crops, through large scale intensive 
orchard and vineyard developments to 

comprises agronomy, agricultural 
research and development, crop 
production, category management, 

Hamley has previously spent over 

leader in the fresh produce category 

previously held industry positions in 

Hamley is a member of the Australian 

Directors’ report

MR SELWYN SNELL 

CHAIR

as a chairman, director and senior 

and biotechnology enterprises in 

in Agrochemicals, is a fellow of the 

a member of the Australian Institute of 

MR MARK NAPPER  

DEPUTY CHAIR

owns a fruit orchard in Bangalow, 

nectarines and custard apples having 
previously grown avocados, mangoes 

PROFESSOR ROBERT CLARK AM

 
 

previous appointments include Non-

Alliance for Agriculture and Food 

Directors’ report
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MEMBERS

WINDING UP

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

and Recommendations, as appropriate for its governance 

Board and its operations:

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

 »

NATURE OF OPERATIONS AND PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN THE STATE OF AFFAIRS

Resources assumed the powers of the horticulture industry 

 

OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE GOALS

of strategic intent:

 »

 »

 »

each of these pillars at the corporate strategy level will occur 
by way of annual reviews, with operational progress tracked 

can be further described in terms of both short-term and 
long term approaches to increasing the productivity, farm 

horticulture industries:  

 »
principally be served through investment in industry-

maintenance activity carried out through the investment 

Directors’ report

MR STEPHEN LYNCH

 

in Australian and international 

of the Almond Board of Australia 

those years, and a board member of 

agribusiness consulting company with 

previously held a number of company 
directorships and senior management 
roles, managing horticulture operations 

director in a horticulture contracting 

project management and business 
development assessment advice for 
industries including almonds, citrus, 
stone fruit, table grapes, avocadoes, 

MR DAVID MOON 

in the areas of production and 

and has worked in agriculture in both 

of the Agriculture Industry Advisory 
 

 

producer of horticultural products and 

government ownership to farmer owned 

a member of the Australian Institute of 

MR PETER WAUCHOPE 

comes from a horticulture background 

integrated carrot growing, packing and 

Australian fresh produce overseas and 

customers and opening doors for 

review the charges of the Horticulture 

the national vegetable industry’s 

the Horticulture Innovation Australia 

 

Directors’ report
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 

Note Year ended  
30 June 2016

From the date of 
incorporation to 

$

CONTINUING OPERATIONS

3a  20,704 

Other income 3b  120,591,333 

REVENUE  120,612,037 

 (696,813)

 (14,304,600)

 (78,172,778)

 (16,986,536)

 (1,179,695)

EXPENSES  (111,340,422)

NET SURPLUS FOR THE YEAR/PERIOD  9,271,615 

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR/PERIOD

 - 

TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE YEAR/PERIOD  9,271,615  50,589,822 

Statement of Comprehensive Income

 »

co-investment funds in issues of national importance for 

 

and leadership’ are ongoing commitments which will 
play a vital role in informing the investment priorities of 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION

INSURANCE OF OFFICERS

premium in respect of a contract insuring Horticulture 

liabilities arising as a result of work performed in their 

of the nature of liabilities covered, or the amount of premium 
paid in respect of the insurance contract, are not detailed 
here, as the disclosure of the details is prohibited under the 

INDEMNIFICATION OF AUDITORS

the terms of its audit engagement agreement against claims 

REVIEW OF OPERATING RESULTS

 

EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO BALANCE SHEET DATE

AUDITOR INDEPENDENCE AND NON-AUDIT SERVICES

 
Chair 

Mark Napper 
Deputy Chair

Directors’ report

Horticulture Innovation  
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 

Note From the date of 
incorporation to 

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

Receipts from customers

Other income

Receipts from government grants

Receipts from voluntary contributions

Receipts from co-investment contributions

Interest received

 11,434,477  (5,802,568)

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

 - 

 (732,921)  (41,252)

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES  - 

 -  - 

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR 5(a)  39,459,022  28,757,466 

Statement of Cash Flows

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION  

Note

ASSETS

CURRENT ASSETS

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS  61,847,041  51,108,882 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Intangibles

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS  2,339,716  2,887,338 

TOTAL ASSETS  64,186,757  53,996,220 

LIABILITIES

CURRENT LIABILITIES

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES  3,951,440  3,021,018 

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES  373,880  385,380 

TOTAL LIABILITIES  4,325,320  3,406,398 

NET ASSETS  59,861,437  50,589,822 

FUNDS

 4,819,913  6,413,134 

TOTAL FUNDS 12  59,861,437  50,589,822 

 

Statement of Finalcial Position

Horticulture Innovation  
 

Horticulture Innovation  
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

NOTE 1: CORPORATE INFORMATION

NOTE 2: SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

(a) Basis of preparation

report has been prepared on an accrual basis of accounting including the historical cost convention and the going concern 

(b) Statement of compliance

(c) Plant and equipment

Depreciation rates Depreciation basis

Based on life of lease

Hardware

Notes to the Financial Statements

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FUNDS 

 

Note
upgrade reserve

 -  -  -  -  -  - 

 -  - 

Other comprehensive income
Gain on assets and liabilities 

the period

to transitional reserve
 -  -  -  - 

Balance at 30 June 2015 12 32,250,924  11,925,764  3,456,695  2,392,000  564,439 50,589,822 

Balance as at 1 July 2015  32,250,924  11,925,764  3,456,695  2,392,000  564,439  50,589,822 

Other comprehensive income  -  -  -  -  -  - 

the period
 -  - 

to systems upgrade and 
transitional reserve

 -  -  - 

Balance as at 30 June 2016 12 39,366,572 15,674,952  3,246,222  1,541,121  32,570 59,861,437 

Statement of Changes in Funds

Horticulture Innovation  
 

Horticulture Innovation  
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Recognition and derecognition

Subsequent measurement

(h) Employee benefits

payments are discounted using marketing yields at the reporting date on national government bonds with terms to maturity and 

(i) Income tax

( j) Other taxes

 »

 »

(k) Cash and cash equivalents

Notes to the Financial Statements

Disposal:

(d) Intangibles

Useful life: Finite
Amortisation method use:
Internally generated or acquired:
Impairment testing:

(e) Impairment of assets

(f) Leases

(g) Other financial assets

Notes to the Financial Statements
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(p) Significant accounting judgements, estimates and assumptions

under the circumstances, the result of  which form the carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not readily apparent from 

(i) Make good provisions

includes future cost estimates of restoring the premise to its original state, including removal of workstations and glass 
 

 
 

(q) Business combinations

and designation in accordance with the contractual terms, economic circumstances and pertinent conditions as at the 

Notes to the Financial Statements

(l) Revenue and contributions

Sale of goods

Revenue from the rendering of a services

Interest revenue

Voluntary Contributions

R&D co-investment

Levy receipts

Commonwealth Government matching funds

Corporate cost recovery

 

Industry reserve interest

Royalties

(m) Economic dependency

(n) Trade and other receivables

(o) Trade and other payables

 

Notes to the Financial Statements
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from the date of 
incorporation to 

Amortisation

Impairment of intangible assets -

 
 

 39,459,022  28,757,466 

Current

Other receivables

Accrued income

 22,163,290  22,223,879 

 

Notes to the Financial Statements

from the date of 
incorporation to 

NOTE 3: REVENUE

Revenue from Continuing Operations

(a) Sales of goods

   – Other

   20,704 105,380

(b) Other income

R&D income

 – Voluntary contributions

 – Royalty income

 – Interest received

 – Other income

95,636,314 63,725,173

Marketing income

 – Interest received

22,898,803 13,406,533

Other

 – Rental income

 – Other corporate income

2,056,216 672,594

120,591,333 77,804,300

Total revenue 120,612,037 77,909,680

Total interest received 1,306,656 984,899

Notes to the Financial Statements
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management 
system

Assets under 
construction

2016

 - 

 1,134,200  18,395  157,766  1,310,361 

Balance at the beginning of the year  - 

Assets transferred  -  - 

Additions 

 -  - 

 - 

 1,134,200  18,395  157,766  1,310,361 

Notes to the Financial Statements

Current

 224,729  127,537 

NOTE 8: PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

At cost

 10,200  37,074 

Leasehold improvements

At cost

 728,080  904,168 

Hardware

At cost

 255,014  118,726 

At cost

 36,061  40,328 

Total carrying amount at the end of the year  1,029,355  1,100,296 

a) Movements in carrying amounts

improvements 

2016

Balance as at 1 July 2015  37,074  904,168  40,328 

Additions

 -  -  - 

 10,200  728,080  36,061 

 Hardware 

Balance as at 1 July 2015  118,726  1,100,296 

Additions 

 255,014  1,029,355 

Notes to the Financial Statements
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are as follows:

– within one year

 1,934,958  2,267,172 

R&D and marketing expenditure liabilities

– within one year

 148,616,927  118,090,639 

Bank guarantee facility  400,000  400,000 

employment

Insurance entitlements

30 June 2016

 -  - 

 - 

Total  2,021,367 142,944  219,440 0 2,383,751

30 June 2015

 -  - 

Total  1,188,252 235,974  186,911 443,546 2,054,683

Notes to the Financial Statements

Current

 -  - 

Other payables

 2,959,188  2,238,509 

Annual leave

Total  1,366,132  1,167,889 

-

Other comprehensive income  - 

Net surplus  9,271,615  6,434,567 

 

 

Notes to the Financial Statements
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 »
 »
 »
 »
 »
 »
 »
 »
 »
 »
 »

 
 

Notes to the Financial Statements

Assets $

Intangibles

 45,543,163 

Liabilities

 1,387,908 

Net assets transferred in  44,155,255 

Assets transferred have been allocated to the following funds:

 44,155,255 

Notes to the Financial Statements
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Independent auditor’s report 

Directors’ declaration

Directors’ declaration

year ended on that date, and

 
Chair

Mark Napper 
Director
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Auditor's independence declaration Independent auditor’s report 
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